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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we present a detailed investigation on the relaxation dynamics of the sulfur
dioxide cluster system, (SO2)n, n = 1 to 6. We utilized the pump-probe technique to excite to the
C (2 1A′) state of the molecule with a pump of 200 nm and a probe of 400 nm. The results from
this one photon pump to the C state are compared to previous findings of two-photon pumping to
the same state. Specifically, the addition of more SO2 molecules to the cluster does not affect the
relaxation dynamics, suggesting that self-solvation does not influence these electronic energy
levels of the potential energy surface of SO2 to an appreciable extent. However, the probe photon
order demonstrates that clustering frustrates the appearance of molecular fragments,
demonstrating a strongly cohesive cluster with high binding energy. This also suggests that the
energy of the C state shifts lower upon clustering, thereby requiring additional photons for
ionization. Therefore, growth in cluster size does not create an environment that suppresses the
electronic energy levels of the potential energy surface of SO2, and as such, we observe the
prompt dissociation of SO2. Finally, under very intense laser illumination, clusters are observed
to undergo Coulomb explosion, resulting in the appearance of charge states for atoms of the
heterogeneously composed cluster requiring nearly identical sequential ionization potentials.
In addition to the SO2 cluster studies, formic acid-water cluster studies were performed
utilizing 800 nm pump and 400 nm probe. These mixed cluster species demonstrate a monoexponential decay that increases in time with increasing cluster size via either component.
Another experiment performed while studying formic acid-water clusters involves the Water-Gas
Shift reaction. Since the mid 1800’s the reverse water gas shift reaction has been tested. It has
been known for a long time that adding strong acids, such as hydrochloric, to a beaker of formic
acid will catalyze the decarbonylation of formic acid in the bulk phase, thereby producing carbon
monoxide. Here we demonstrate that this reaction can occur on a molecular scale. Further, we
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show that excitation by a UV laser can speed the reaction to occur on a sub-picosecond time
scale.

Additionally, we have demonstrated quantum control by selectively enhancing the

production of H2O and CO upon the addition of HCl, and upon the addition of water clusters we
produce H2 and CO2 gas. We find that in the absence of steric hindrance of a bulk liquid (where
this reaction is known to occur), the application of ultraviolet light allows the reaction to occur on
a femtosecond scale.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General Comments
The driving force behind the entirety of the work presented in this thesis is the chemistry
of Earth’s atmosphere. The main reason for doing research in this field is to contribute to a better
understanding of how the atmosphere as a whole works.

Specifically, we examine the

interactions that occur between molecules of atmospherically relevant species, from sulfur
dioxide to strong acids, such as hydrochloric or hyrdiodic acids, to weak acids, such as formic
acid. The experiments presented herein are performed on homomolecular sulfur dioxide clusters
and hetero-molecular formic acid-water clusters, and these studies are concerned with the
fundamental atmospheric process of solvation.

Specifically, we attempt to ascertain the

photochemical effects upon the solvation of molecules such as SO2 and formic acid with itself, as
in the case of SO2, or with water acting as solvent. While the photochemical dynamics are of
chief concern, the underlying theme for the these experiments is the relationship between the
chromophore’s solvation and the process of nucleation in the atmosphere1, eventually leading to
acid rain. The following sections of the introduction give background information on the two
systems studied herein.

1.2 Background for Sulfur Dioxide Cluster Studies
The study of homogeneous and heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry is of great
importance.

While the foundation of our understanding of the atmosphere is grounded in
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homogeneous chemistry,2 heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry has recently been studied with
much greater frequency, as more techniques, both experimental and theoretical avail themselves
to studying such systems.3-6 Our research group has contributed to the wealth of information on
heteromolecular atmospheric chemistry, as well, with multiple cluster studies. 7-10 As reactions
associated within heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry occur in a multi-phase regime, clustering
allows for our experiments to mimic the physical processes without the need for bulk solid-liquidgas interactions.
Sulfur dioxide is an atmospheric pollutant whose source is primarily anthropogenic. It
is released into the atmosphere through the burning of fossil fuels, and to a much lesser extent
through volcanic activity.11 In addition to these sources, it is also produced in the atmosphere
through the oxidation of H2S, which itself is produced from the upwelling of ocean waters,
particularly in tropical climates.12 The ultimate fate of SO2, after its release into the atmosphere,
is oxidation to sulfuric acid. This can occur in a variety of ways, such as (1) oxidation by OH, (2)
solution-phase process with water and/or ice, or (3) heterogeneous phase process with water
and/or ice.2 The newly formed sulfuric acid is a significant constituent of acid rain and it is
involved in atmospheric nucleation processes.2
In addition to experiments on other hetero-molecular systems, our research group has
also studied SO2 through clustering.13-17 In particular, our group has studied SO2 solvation,
whether self-solvated, or through clustering with water. The significant difference between
previous studies and the ones presented herein is the wavelength used in the pump-probe
experiment. We have examined (1) the F-band16 and coupled A-B states17 with the use of a 266
nm pump, (2) the E state14, 15 with a 312 nm pump wavelength, and (3) the C (2 1A′) state13 with a
2 photon pump of 400 nm. The major difference between the study presented here-in and the
previous experiment by Hurley, et al. is that this experiment uses a single photon of 200 nm light
to pump to this state. It is a significant difference that, in addition to giving us an overall larger
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observed cluster distribution, leading to a substantial change in the observed dynamics. These
differences will be demonstrated in Chapter 3.

1.3 Background for the Formic Acid Studies
Atmospheric aerosols play a large role in both heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry and
radiative transfer processes. The study of their formation, composition, physical and chemical
properties, and their effects on the health of humans is the subject of intense study in a wide range
of fields. Organic species, including carboxylic acids, are known to be a significant component
of many atmospheric aerosols.18 Formic acid, the smallest of these acids, is a major organic
constituent in fog and cloud water. In addition, a significant amount of formic acid in the
atmosphere is aqueous, leading to its considerable presence in precipitation.19 It is an oxidation
product of naturally present and anthropogenic organics, and is also emanated through
anthropogenic emissions, such as being the byproduct of acetic acid production. 20 Previous
studies have examined complexes of water and formic acid using both theoretical and
experimental methods.1,21-23 On top of this, our research group has recently performed flow-tube
studies on formic acid and water,24 where it has been shown that a nucleation mechanism may
play a role in the cluster system.25 Specifically, it has been demonstrated that the introduction of
formic acid molecules into a water cluster structure significantly changes said arrangement. It
does so by forming multiple hydrogen bonds within the network, thereby disrupting the original
water cluster formation. Also of note is the lack of observation of the H+(H2O)21 magic cluster
normally detected in a water cluster distribution at the temperatures utilized. 26

In all, this

indicates that the formic acid interacts with the water molecules to form pre-nucleation
clusters.24,25
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Chapter 2

Experimental Methods

2.1 Introduction
With the advent of pulsed femtosecond laser systems in the 1980s, the ability to
investigate photochemical processes on an ultrafast timescale became possible. From these
beginnings, the pump-probe technique was developed, whereby one ultrashort laser pulse was
used to excite a species and a second delayed probe laser was used to follow the course of the
excited state.1,

2

All of the experiments performed for this thesis utilized this pump-probe

technique to track photochemical reactions on a femtosecond timescale. Both the process of
dissociation and that of solvent reorganization occur on the picosecond/near-picosecond
timescale. Therefore, it is a logical choice to utilize the pump-probe technique for the sulfur
dioxide (SO2), SO2-water, and formic acid-water experiments presented in this work.
The pump-probe technique can be described as follows. A first pulse, the “pump pulse”,
interacts with a particular molecule or cluster, thereby exiting it to a certain electronic state, and
initiating a photochemical event. After a controllable period of time, the second pulse, i.e. the
“probe pulse”, interacts with the same molecule, cluster, or the product molecule upon excitation
(if the cluster fragments during the excitation process), allowing the temporal course of the
reaction to be followed. The energy from the laser pulse extracts an electron from the molecule
or cluster thereby ionizing it, which allows it to then be detected with the aid of ion optics. A
conceptual diagram of the pump-probe technique, as it is employed in our laboratory, can be seen
in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: This figure illustrates the concept of a pump-probe experiment. In each instance (A
through D), pulse of light (Pump Beam) interacts with the neutral atoms and/or clusters (Red
Circles), causing an excitation to a higher electronic energy level. After some time (1 through
4), the second pulse of light (Probe Beam), interacts with the excited atoms/clusters (Turquoise
Circles), ionizing them (progressively darker Purple Circles). The length of time between the
arrival of the pump and probe pulses is controlled by changing the path length of the probe beam
on the delay stage (1, 2, and 3).

2.2 Laser System
The laser system utilized to obtain the ultrashort pulses of light, which enable us to
perform pump-probe experiments, contains five major components (see Figure 2-2). The initial
laser in the system is a diode laser (Spectra-Physics Millennia Pro 5sJS)3 which is set to a
standard 5.00 W output at 532 nm. The beam from the Millennia is then utilized to pump the
titanium doped sapphire crystal (Ti:sapphire) in the second component, an oscillator, (Spectra-
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Physics Tsunami 3960-L1S).3 The Tsunami’s output beam is an 82 MHz train of mode-locked
pulses, centered at 800 nm, with a 10 nm bandwidth, and an average power of 800 mW.
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Figure 2-2: This is a top-down diagram of the instrument used for the experiments presented in
this thesis. The numeric labels correspond to the following components: (1) diode pump laser,
(2) oscillator, (3) regenerative amplifier, (4) Nd:YAG pump laser, (5) harmonic generation unit,
(6) delay stage, (7) pulse nozzle and pick-up source, (8) quadrupole-type lens assembly, (9)
reflectron, (10) bipolar detector. Note that the green, red, and blue lines represent the path of
each particular beam as it traverses from one component to the next, with the color of the line
approximately corresponding to the color of a particular beam.
This beam is then directed into the third component of the system, a Ti:sapphire amplifier
(Coherent/Positive Light HIDRA 10-F).4 In addition to the seed beam, the HIDRA is pumped by
the fourth component of our system, a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, (Spectra-Physics Quanta-Ray
GCR-150-10).3 This YAG laser pulses at 10 Hz, and is set to an average power output of ~1.95
W. After amplification, the 800 nm output from the HIDRA – 120 mW average power, 75-100 fs
pulse duration, 20 nm full width-half maximum (FWHM) – is sent through the fifth and final
component of our laser system, a harmonic generation unit (HGU), designed and built in our lab
by previous graduate students.5,6,7 The HGU gives us the capability to obtain the second (400
nm), third (266 nm), and fourth (200 nm) harmonics for use in our experiments.
There are two output beams from the harmonic generation unit, a pump pulse and a probe
pulse. Both pulses are directed into a vacuum chamber, where they are utilized to perform
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experiments using the pump-probe technique as described in Section 2.1. In order to do this, the
pump pulse is directed through a fixed path into our vacuum chamber, while the probe pulse is
directed through a variable delay path, before being sent collinearly with the pump beam into the
vacuum chamber. The distance of this variable path is controlled with a computer-interfaced
motion control system (Aerotech Unidex 11) coupled to a linear motor (Aerotech ATS50-50).8
Using the knowledge of the speed of light (c), we can determine how far to move the delay stage
in order to perform an experiment at a particular delay time.

Dds 
Dds 

c t
2

3 *10 m / s * 200 fs  3 *10 m / s * 200 *10
8

8

2

2

(2.1)
15

s

 3 *10 5 m  30m

(2.2)

As shown in Equation 2.1, if we know the time increment by which we wish to delay the
probe pulse (t), we can directly determine how far the stage needs to be moved (Dds) in order to
change the path length by the proper amount. The reason for dividing by two is due to the fact
that the beam of light traverses the stage in two directions, and as such any distance the stage
moves lengthens the path of the probe beam by twice as much (see Figure 2-3). As an example of
this calculation, see Equation 2.2. Here is illustrated the calculation for the instance of 200 fs.
Upon carrying it out, the distance the delay stage needs to move to account for such a time is
shown to be 310-5 m or 30 m.
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Dds

Figure 2-3: This depicts the delay stage movement in (black arrow) in relation to the path of the
probe beam through the stage (blue dashed arrows). When the delay stage moves a particular
distance, Dds, the path of the probe beam changes by 2*Dds. Therefore, we must account for this
fact when calculating the distance the delay stage must move to change the time the probe beam
arrives at the ionization region.

2.2.1 Chirped-Pulse Amplification
The amplification of the seed pulse in the HIDRA is done through the process of chirpedpulse amplification (CPA). In CPA, the seed beam is stretched with the help of a grating from
~100 femtoseconds (fs) to several hundred picoseconds (ps) or more in duration. Due to the
manner in which the pulse is stretched, the longer wavelengths (modes) in the pulse appear at the
front end of the pulse, while the shorter wavelengths appear at the back end of the pulse. This is
called positive group velocity dispersion (GVD), and the pulse is said to be “positively chirped”.9
Once the seed beam is stretched, it enters a cavity and seeds the lasing medium (a
Ti:sapphire crystal). Also entering the cavity is a 10 Hz pulse train from the Quanta-Ray YAG.
Only 10% of the previously mentioned power is used to pump the Ti:sapphire crystal for the
initial amplification in the lasing cavity. Upon being dumped from the cavity, the amplified seed
pulse (at 10 Hz now instead of 80 MHz) seeds a second Ti:sapphire crystal, which is itself being
pumped by the remaining 90% of the YAG beam, further amplifying these pulses.
After the second amplification, the beam next enters the compression region. Here, with
the help of a second, lone grating, the pulses are compressed back to approximately that of their
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original duration (~100 fs). When this is completed, the beam is finally directed out of the
HIDRA for use in our harmonic generation unit.

2.3 Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer
Aside from the laser system, the other major component of the instrument is the
reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (RTOF-MS) housed inside a vacuum chamber. The
RTOF-MS itself is comprised of four elements. The first part is the pulse nozzle system (ParkerHannefin, General Valve Series 9) coupled to a “pick-up source”.10 This system allows for a
particular gas, such as SO2, to be pulsed into the vacuum chamber, where it undergoes supersonic
expansion. The molecules of particular interest are seeded in a carrier gas (usually a noble gas,
such as argon or helium), and condense into clusters upon supersonic expansion into the chamber,
as well as through the process of evaporative cooling while in the chamber. The clusters travel a
small distance, whereupon they can interact with a reactant, such as water vapor, allowing for
further clustering, or the replacing of molecules in a cluster. After passing through the pick-up
source, the clusters are skimmed in order to create a collinear pulsed cluster beam, which then
passes into the interaction region.
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Figure 2-4: (A) Depiction of the reflectron, as it is designed for this instrument and utilized in
these experiments. The front plate of the reflectron is grounded, while two voltages (UT and UK)
are applied to two of the plates. All of the non-grounded plates are connected to their neighbors
via resistors, such that a voltage gradient appears, increasing from the left to the right, as shown
in (B). The blue line represents what the gradient should look like, while the red line is what was
actually measured plate to plate.
This interaction region is the second component, and can best be described as a
quadrupole lens assembly.11

This assembly recently replaced the previously used Wiley-

McLaren type TOF assembly.12 Upon entering the interaction region, the clusters are intersected
with the pump laser beam, and some time later the probe laser beam passes through this same
region, intersecting with the previously-pumped clusters. This second laser pulse ionizes the
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clusters, causing them to lose an electron. Once ionized, the clusters sense the electrostatic
potentials which are being applied to the assembly. This causes them to move in the desired
direction, perpendicular to both the direction of the laser beam, and the initial direction of the
cluster beam. The ionized clusters travel through a field free region nearly two meters in length,
whereupon they reach the third component of the TOF assembly: the reflectron.
The reflectron is an ion lens assembly which reverses the direction of incoming ions by
nearly 180° (see Figure 2-4A).13 This allows for a longer flight time, and therefore greater
separation between masses. In addition, the design of the reflectron increases individual mass
resolution, by ensuring ions with the same mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) but slightly different kinetic
energies arrive at the detector at the same time. Note that in Figure 2-4B, the measured voltage
gradient (red line) is non-linear between UT and UK. This gradient shape is an artifact of the
resistors placed between each uniform plate in the reflectron, however, the expected voltage
gradient (blue line) is also shown for completeness.
The detector employed for our TOF-MS system is termed a bi-polar detector
(Burle/Photonis 25 mm BiPolar Time-of-Flight Detector).14 This type of detector couples a
micro-channel plate to a photomultiplier tube with the help of a scintillator, allowing for signal
gain on the order of 108. The signal from the detector is then transmitted to an oscilloscope
(Tektronix TDS 5104B Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope),17 where the signal can next be analyzed
and finally collected by a personal computer with the use of data collection software (National
Instruments LabView v7.1).15

2.4 Covariance Mapping
The covariance mapping technique, with regards to time-of-flight mass spectra was
pioneered by Frasinski, Codling, and Hatherly in 1989.16 Our group has had long-standing
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interest in covariance mapping as an analysis tool for use especially with mass spectra that
demonstrate Coulomb explosion.17-19 The process of obtaining covariance data/maps on the
instrument described previously in this chapter is similar to that of obtaining femtosecond
dynamics traces, however, there are two major differences. The first exception is that the delay
stage is kept a constant position throughout the entire process. The second variation is that live
spectra are collected one at a time instead of collecting an averaged spectrum. This type of
collection allows for the small fluctuations in the system to become evident from one spectrum to
the next. This instability in the signal is what allows a covariance map to be calculated for any
given time-of-flight mass spectrum.
The mathematics involved in the calculation of covariance maps and correlation values
are shown in Equations 2.3 and 2.4. The covariance, C(x,y), can be expressed as:

C ( x, y) 

1
N

1

N

 1

N



N

 X ( x)  Y ( y)   N  X ( x)  N  Y ( y)
i 1

i

i

i 1

i

i 1

i

(2.3)

Where Xi(x) and Yi(y) represent the intensities of a particular trace, i, of N traces, for specific
species x and y. When x and y are the same, it is termed an auto-covariance. Closely related to
the covariance is the correlation coefficient, (x,y), defined as:

 ( x, y ) 

C ( x, y )
C ( x, x)  C ( y, y )

(2.4)

Where |(x,y)| ≤ 1. If (x,y) equals 1, 0, or -1, x and y are considered perfectly correlated, not
correlated, or anti-correlated, respectively. Again, if x and y are the same, it is termed autocorrelation, and any peak in a mass spectrum always has an auto-correlation of 1. Also, since the
variance of a measurement is always positive, the sign of the correlation coefficient is dependent
solely upon that of the covariance. That is, when (x,y) is less than zero, C(x,y) is less than zero,
and vice-versa.
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Chapter 3

Femtosecond Dynamics of Sulfur Dioxide: Effects of Cluster Formation

3.1 Introduction
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is an atmospheric pollutant that is released into the atmosphere
through the burning of fossil fuels. Additionally, it can be found in volcanic ash plumes, though
the amount released into the atmosphere via these plumes pales in comparison to the
anthropogenic production.1 Furthermore, SO2 is also produced in the atmosphere through the
oxidation of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) that is generated from the upwelling that occurs in
predominantly tropical climate ocean waters.2 The eventual fate of SO2, after its release into the
atmosphere, is oxidation to sulfuric acid. This oxidation can occur via one of three major
pathways: (1) by gaseous hydroxide (OH), (2) in solution-phase processes with water and/or ice,
or (3) in heterogeneous phase processes with water and/or ice. Once produced, sulfuric acid is
involved in atmospheric nucleation processes, and as such, it is a significant constituent of acid
rain.3
Several studies have been devoted to investigating the spectroscopy and photodissociation of SO2 from the C (2 1A′) state, which was found to involve pre-dissociation to lower
repulsive states.4,5 Our research group has had a long-standing interest in heterogeneous
atmospheric chemistry,6-9 and in particular sulfur dioxide.10-14 Previous studies on SO2 performed
in the Castleman group have utilized clustering techniques, as this allows for us to perform
experiments on heteromolecular atmospheric systems that mimic the physical processes without
the need for bulk solid-liquid-gas interactions. The pump/probe studies performed on SO2 have
focused on the dynamics of the species and its clusters at three different states from that presented
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in this thesis, they include: (1) a one photon pump to the A-B coupled state,13 (2) a two photon
pump to the F-band,14 and (3) a two photon pump to the E state.11,12 Additionally, we have also
performed a two photon 400 nm pump to the C state.9 This experiment is a continuation of the
previously studied SO2 monomer at 200 nm pump.15 In the experiment presented in this chapter,
we pumped to the C state using one photon of 200 nm (see Figure 3-1), with this excitation
demonstrating significant differences in the relaxation time and reaction pathways compared to
the two photon pump to this state with 400 nm.9 In the previous study, only a few cluster and
fragment peaks were observed compared to the experiments discussed in this chapter. These
species, which are the same mass and composition as some of the cluster fragments presented
herein, previously demonstrated mono-exponential decay as well as underlying growths, neither
of which are observed in the current study.9 Presented in this chapter are the pump-probe
dynamics results for sulfur dioxide clusters, as well as the results of power studies performed on
this system which aid in the analysis of the SO2 cluster dynamics.

Figure 3-1: This figure is adapted from Ref. 29, of the low-lying bond angle potential energy
curves for SO2. Superimposed on the graph is a depiction (blue arrow) of the pump energy (200
nm). Circled in red is the state to which we are exciting for this experiment (the C state, or 1B2).
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3.2 SO2 Cluster Mass Spectra
Our data collection comes in the form of time-of-flight mass spectra. These spectra are
collected by overlapping two pulsed laser beams, a pump pulse and a probe pulse. As shown in
Figure 3-2, we have obtained spectra containing clusters of (SO2)n+, in which 1 ≤ n ≤ 6.
Additionally, the cluster distribution contains three other series of fragments derived from (SO2)n,
namely an O-loss channel, an O2-loss channel, and an O3/SO-loss channel, with the forms
SO+(SO2)n-1, S+(SO2)n-1, and S2O+(SO2)n-2/O+(SO2)n-1, respectively. The other two major peaks
observed, O+ and S+, are generated by the fragmentation of larger clusters. Mass degeneracies can
be distinguished based upon the isotope ratios in the mass spectrum. The peak at m/z 32 can be
clearly demonstrated as S+ and not O2+; however, the peak at m/z 80 is not distinguishable
between S2O+ and SO3+.

This is because the observed isotope ratio at m/z 32-to-34 is

approximately 95.0-to-4.2 and not 99.5-to-0.4 as would be expected for O2+. Unfortunately, the
ratio of m/z 80-to-82 is neither 90.1-to-8.2 nor 94.3-to-4.8 as would be expected for S2O+ and
SO3+, respectively. In fact, the isotope ratio is approximately 84.7-to-14.5, which is beyond what
would be expected for S2O+, and as such, we expect there to be some contamination of 82 amu
peak, though the extent of the contamination is unknown. One possible explanation for this
contamination is a mass dependent fractionation of this species. The mass spectra are collected
for pump-probe experiments as described in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3-2: Displayed here is a time-of-flight mass spectrum of the (SO2)n cluster system. Peaks
are labeled to show each observed series. See the inset for the larger mass peaks observed in this
system. Note that each cluster series is labeled with a specific color, e.g. (SO2)n+ clusters are
labeled in blue.
The signal intensity for the cluster distribution decays exponentially with increasing
cluster size, thereby explaining why large clusters are so rarely reported. This is due to the low
binding energy of the van der Waals bonding motif (approximately 0.1 eV per molecule). The
integrated signal intensity ratio between the four pathways remains roughly constant for each
cluster size. Therefore, the ratio between the fragmentation pathways remains nearly constant for
each cluster size. Predissociation of the ground state SO2+ ion is known to occur, which gives rise
to the SO+(SO2)n signal. For multiphoton ionization, it is the dominant process, and therefore the
oxygen loss series the largest signal, making up approximately 53% of the total ion signal in the
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mass spectrum. Intact clusters represent about 31% of the ion signal at each cluster size. The
additional O2-loss, and O3/SO- loss clusters only represent 11% and 5% of the ion signal
distribution at each cluster size, respectively. As such, these pathways are rarely reported and are
a significant focus of this investigation. We suspect the ratios to be maintained for even larger
cluster sizes, however the intensity of the clusters drops exponentially making them difficult to
examine. It should be noted that these channels were not observed with single photon ionization
for clusters up to n = 7, indicating that they are most likely produced through an adiabatic
relaxation, and subsequent secondary excitation.16

3.3 Dynamics of SO2 Cluster Species
The dynamics for the SO2 cluster series are obtained by averaging 200 spectra at a
particular delay between the pump and probe pulses. This averaging is repeated at each delay,
creating a series of mass spectra, with each one representing a time delay between the pump and
probe pulses. Next, each relevant peak is selected and integrated with the areas under the curve
plotted to obtain a femtosecond pump-probe dynamics trace for each peak. These dynamics
traces are fit by a program (Oakdale Engineering DataFit 8.2) which uses linear regressions to
give a best-fit line to each trace.17 An example of the femtosecond dynamics results can be seen
in Figure 3-3. The pump-probe ion signal observed for all observed mass peaks in this study fits
to a bi-exponential decay (see Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3) consisting of an immediate decay (1), and
a much slower decay (2). The best-fit line has four separate components:

IT  I f  I s  I p  a

(3.1)

Here, IT is the total signal intensity, and the constant, a, accounts for any background signal. The
terms for the fast and slow exponential decays, If and Is respectively, are of the following form:
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This equation is adapted from Reference 18, and has been utilized by our group in many
previous studies.13-15 Here, cn represents the amplitude coefficient of the component,  represents
the instrument response (related to the overlap of the two pulses), n represents the lifetime of the
particular component, t represents the delay between the pump and the probe pulses, and c is a
parameter used to account for any slight mismatches in the zero of the experiment. Additionally,
as the delay between the pump and probe pulses moves toward longer times, it becomes apparent
that the signal plateaus (Ip) on the observed time scale (see Figure 3-3). In order to account for
such an event, we utilize the limit of Equation 3.2 as it moves toward infinity:


 t  c 
I n t , n  lim
 
 I p t   c p 1  erf 


  


(3.3)

Here, cp is the amplitude coefficient for the plateau, with all other terms (t, c, and ) remaining as
previously described.
Upon absorption of a single pump photon, the SO2 molecule is excited into the C state
and begins to rearrange. The signal present at the overlap of the two beams is representative of
any pathway that can occur through direct/vertical excitation of the chromophore, and thus is
representative of the original cluster distribution. It is also well established that the C state of SO2
is predissociative at wavelengths shorter than 219 nm.19 Predissociation is defined as a quick rovibrational relaxation coupling the C state to the 1A′ state leading to the production of SO* and
O.10 Therefore, the direct ionization competes with the predissociation mechanism, with time
governing the pathway. In the event that two probe photons are absorbed faster than
predissociation, the molecule reaches the ion state through direct ionization.
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Figure 3-3: This is an example of the observed dynamics for SO2+. The x-axis range has been
narrowed to show only -1 to 10 ps in order to more clearly show the biexponential decay and all
three fitting components (Fast 1, Slow 2, and Plateau) near the zero. Experimental conditions:
200.21 nm pump at negligible power (less than 0.15 mJ/puls), 400.94 nm probe at 7.21 mJ/pulse.
Near the overlap of the two pulses, a fast exponential decay (1) occurring on the
femtosecond timeframe, is noted for all species, while a second decay (2) occurs within 10 to 15
ps. Finally, a plateau function accounts for the ion signal that does not fade for the time scale of
the experiment. We attribute the fast dynamic to the predissociation mechanism, i.e. crossing to
the repulsive 2 1A′ state, the slow dynamic to the SO2* relaxing to a bound state through an
avoided crossing into the 2 1A′ state, which leads to a plateau that is long lived. The predissociation is known to occur very fast, and has been measured to be 230 fs11 or 271 fs20 from
the E state, and within 265 fs from single photon15 or 505 fs through multiphoton pumping from
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the C state,10 and does not occur from A-B coupled state.13 Therefore, it is generally known that
the dissociation occurs on the femtosecond time scale.
Every ion peak presents a unique relaxation, and so each one must be examined in better
detail individually. First, the peak intensity for none of the ions is produced at the overlap
between the two beams. All species arise with a growth, whether they are intact clusters or
fragments. However, as most cluster species arise at a certain time, their production must occur
through vertical processes. For species exhibiting a greater delay in their production (or a growth
in the dynamics), their production must occur through an adiabatic relaxation pathway, and
therefore are resultant from the excitation of the predissociation pathway. The heavier mass
clusters arise earliest, indicating that the cluster distribution is skewed toward mostly heavier
(greater than n = 2) clusters.

All observed mass peaks less than 128 atomic mass units

demonstrate a delay in their production between 50 and 200 fs, and this delay is dependent upon
the number of bonds that must be broken for their appearance. Therefore, they must only be
produced through the adiabatic fragmentation of a cluster in the cation state. The multiphoton
pumping to the C state leads to a growth in the appearance of most of the peaks,10 whereas only
SO had a growth component in the excitation to the E state.11 Based upon this information, the
peaks we observe undergoing predissociation are O+, S+, S2O+/O+(SO2), S+(S2O), and to a lesser
extent, SO+ and SO2+. This shows that only the O3/SO-loss and O2-loss pathways are delayed.
All intact clusters are slightly delayed (50 fs), and therefore, vertical excitation leads to the
oxygen-loss channel.

Alternatively, the timescale for predisocciation is decreased through

clustering to a speed that is too quick for us to measure.
A delay of 40 fs is observed in the appearance of S+ and O+ under multiphoton excitation,
suggesting that they arise after predissociation.10 In our experiment, we obtain a delay time of
roughly 50 ps for SO, but 150 fs and 200 fs for the appearance of S+ and O+, respectively. As
such, we attribute this to the predissociated SO, as was done in our previous study. 10 Therefore,
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we suggest that the atomic cations are produced after predissociation, in which the probe interacts
with freed SO*.
The time of the growth is directly related to the measurement of the fast decay. Although
an increase in the decay time has been previously reported for the E state,11 as well as the coupled
A-B state,13 here we determine that the fast relaxation (τ1) for the intact species are all ~350 fs
and that there is a clear decreasing trend with increasing cluster size. This shows that the
potential energy surface of the C state is affected differently by clustering, as the formation of
larger clusters speeds up the dissociation. We suspect this to be due to the bending motion
induced through excitation to the C state. Whereas the E state is bent, the C state is linear.
Therefore, clustering must induce a gradual opening of an SO2 molecule, and therefore makes
dissociation quicker.

Excitation to the 1A2 state becomes much more difficult in a linear

geometry as the energy exceeds the value at the bent state, and the 1B1 state is not affected by the
opening.
Table 3-1: This is a table of the fast (1) and slow (2) decay constants for the intact (SO2)n+
cluster species. Also shown is the ratio of c1 to c2 for each cluster size as well as the signature
ratio for the intact series. Note that c1 and c2 are calculated for each species when fit using
Equation 3.2, described previously in this chapter.

Intact Ion

1 (ps)

2 (ps)

c2/c1

(SO2)

0.359 (0.112)

15.95 (2.62)

1.313

(SO2)2

0.334 (0.067)

17.26 (4.82)

1.845

(SO2)3

0.319 (0.067)

17.42 (5.01)

1.873

(SO2)4

0.306 (0.070)

17.13 (5.73)

1.799

(SO2)5

0.303 (0.075)

16.70 (5.10)

1.815

(SO2)6

0.282 (0.078)

15.27 (4.70)
Signature Ratio

1.848
1.836

The 1 decay times for each of the intact cluster species as well as that of the oxygen-loss
series are reported in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. The O2-loss channel shows a clear trend in dynamics
for the first four peaks of the series, and the O3/SO-loss channel is similar, with all values being
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reported in Tables 3-3 and 3-4, respectively. We attribute the loss of trend in n = 5 and 6 to the
drastic change in geometry occurring at the n = 5 cluster whereby it shifts from a planar to cagelike system. Alternatively, this change could be due to the paucity of ion signal for these peaks,
which drastically reduces their accuracy.
Table 3-2: This is a table of the fast (1) and slow (2) decay constants for the oxygen-loss
SO+(SO2)n-1 cluster species. Also shown is the ratio of c1 to c2 for each cluster size as well as the
signature ratio for the O-loss series. Note that c1 and c2 are calculated for each species when fit
using Equation 3.2, described previously in this chapter.

O-Loss
SO

1 (ps)

2 (ps)

0.361 (0.087)

15.74 (2.95)

c2/c1
1.472

SO(SO2)

0.354 (0.070)

14.45 (2.82)

1.813

SO(SO2)2

0.329 (0.068)

14.82 (3.07)

1.733

SO(SO2)3

0.310 (0.065)

14.70 (2.99)

1.703

SO(SO2)4

0.308 (0.073)

13.91 (2.73)

1.681

SO(SO2)5

0.306 (0.100)

13.28 (3.59)
Signature Ratio

1.691
1.724

The picosecond dynamic (2) also exhibits a decrease with cluster size for both the intact
and oxygen-loss channels. Therefore, there is a quicker redistribution of energy upon the addition
of ro-vibrational modes, confirming previous results.11 It is not surprising that the lifetime of the
C state (15 ps) is longer than that of the E state (8 ps), as it is lower in energy. The additional
rotational and vibrational modes supply an energy-dampening redistribution of excess energy,
tunneling through the avoiding crossing to the 2 1A′ state, and leading to an excited state of
bound (SO2)n*. This also explains the long plateau as the time it takes for this bound, excited
(SO2)n to relax back to the ground state, which is much longer than the time frame of our
experiments.4
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Table 3-3: This is a table of the fast (1) and slow (2) decay constants for the O2-loss S+(SO2)n-1
cluster species. Also shown is the ratio of c1 to c2 for each cluster size as well as the signature
ratio for the O2-loss series. Note that c1 and c2 are calculated for each species when fit using
Equation 3.2, described previously in this chapter.

O2-Loss
S

1 (ps)

2 (ps)

0.594 (0.159)

13.20 (3.77)

c2/c1
2.881

S(SO2)

0.383 (0.075)

13.10 (2.11)

1.900

S(SO2)2

0.362 (0.077)

14.63 (2.32)

1.542

S(SO2)3

0.336 (0.114)

13.65 (3.08)

1.474

S(SO2)4

0.323 (0.138)

10.33 (4.40)

1.498

S(SO2)5

0.341 (0.146)

14.37 (6.49)
Signature Ratio

1.665
1.616

However, no plateau was observed through a two photon pumping to the C state,10 and
only when the wavelength was less than 200 nm for single photon pumping of the molecule.15
This indicates that the probability of going through the avoided crossing is dependent upon the
energy of the system. The greatest energy states occur through single photon absorption of high
energy photons. The C state has a lowest energy configuration of an asymmetric stretch and
planar geometry, and it is only 0.53 eV above the crossing to the repulsive A state found at 5.67
eV. The peaks for SO+, S+, and O+ cannot occur from dissociated neutrals because they do not
present large contributions from the plateau functions, that is, their ion signals are composed of
mostly the fast and slow decay components.
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Table 3-4: This is a table of the fast (1) and slow (2) decay constants for the O3/SO-loss
S2O+(SO2)n-2/O+(SO2)n-1 cluster species. Also shown is the ratio of c1 to c2 for each cluster size as
well as the signature ratio for the O3/SO-loss series. Note that c1 and c2 are calculated for each
species when fit using Equation 3.2, described previously in this chapter.

O3/SO-Loss
O

1 (ps)

2 (ps)

1.127 (0.610)

15.67 (21.01)

c2/c1
4.397

O(SO2)

0.463 (0.109)

12.21 (2.31)

2.222

O(SO2)2

0.416 (0.108)

13.53 (3.04)

1.519

O(SO2)3

0.383 (0.212)

13.52 (5.35)

1.400

O(SO2)4

0.395 (0.408)

12.56 (11.18)

1.459

O(SO2)5

0.492 (0.936)

10.73 (13.02)
Signature Ratio

0.959
1.512

The majority of discussions found in the literature are limited to the cluster series that
only have one SO2 molecule undergoing dissociation, leading to the production of the SO(SO2)n-1
series. Clustering opens additional pathways for dissociation, as molecules composing the cluster
can undergo movement, leading to the dissociation of multiple oxygens. The production of the
O-loss channel requires that one SO2 molecule undergoes predissociation, whereas the production
of the O2-loss channel requires that two molecules undergo dissociation. However, the 48 amuloss channel has either three SO2 molecules undergoing oxygen loss within the cluster or only one
SO2 molecule dissociating, the lost mass is an SO. The additional vibrational dampening of the
extra bonds allows the stabilization of clusters deficient of O2 and O3/SO. The time response of
the O2-loss and O3/SO-loss channels has been less explored. They exhibit similar time responses
to the O-loss channel, but demonstrate differences in the branching ratio between the fast and
slow decays.
Once the transient signal is modeled through Equations 3.1 through 3.3, the contributions
of the various pathways can be separated into their respective branching ratios at each time delay.
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For the molecule, the fast and slow decays makes up 25% and 60%, correspondingly, of the ion
signal when the pulses are overlapped, leaving the final 15% corresponding to signal from the
plateau. For the clusters, this ratio has changed to 25%:45%:30%, respectively. This decrease in
the amount of signal undergoing the predissociation is most likely due to the fragmentation of the
cluster. Therefore, the total signal undergoing prompt dissociation is not affected, and indicates
that at high laser intensity, soft ionization is observed. The O+ has a signal ratio of 75% to 22%
to 3%, while S+ has a ratio of 60% to 35% to 5%. Thus the high charge states occur mostly
through vertical transitions, whereas any adiabatic relaxation pathway decreases the probability of
their production, as they contain almost no contribution (5% or less) from the plateau.

Figure 3-4: This is a depiction of the normalized average pump-probe trace for the oxygen-loss
series, i.e. SO(SO2)n-1, for n = 1 to 6. Note that as the cluster size increases, there is no relative
change in the dynamics, indicating that cluster size does not affect the C state in the way it does
other states that have been previously studied.
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Each pathway maintains a similar branching ratio with cluster size (see Figure 3-4). This
means that the relaxation time and amplitude coefficients are nearly the same for the normalized
pathway, regardless of the number of (SO2) molecules attached.

This suggests that the

mechanism at which they are created is independent of the cluster size. While this conflicts with
the relaxation dynamics observed from other excited states,9,11 it confirms our previous
speculation of the C state in clusters.4 This is true for all species containing an intact SO2 unit,
therefore excluding the O, S, and SO channels. However, each of the pathways has a signature
shape (1:2 intensity ratio), and does not overlap with the other pathways, demonstrating a
separate mechanism for their production (see Tables 3-1 through 3-4). The general trend is that
the intact clusters have the largest amplitude coefficients for the slow decay, followed by the Oloss, O2-loss and O3/SO-loss channels.

This suggests that at long time delays, there is a

propensity for the clusters to remain intact, as the plateau function is diminished for the additional
oxygen loss channels. In Figure 3-5, we present the normalized dynamics for a representative
peak from each dissociation channel, highlighting the very different responses for each pathway.
The greater the extent of fragmentation (i.e. the larger in mass of the fragment), the less intense
the peak is at longer time delays. This shows that at very long times, there is a propensity for the
clusters to remain intact, demonstrating that the cluster can redistribute the excess energy into rovibrational modes.
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Figure 3-5: This is a depiction of the normalized average pump-probe trace for the dimer series,
i.e. (SO2)2+, SO(SO2)+, S(SO2)+ and S2O+/SO3+. Note that as the fragment-loss size increases, the
relative intensity of the plateau component decreases. Also, while the dynamic with the least
intensity at long times is labeled as S2O+, it may in fact be SO3+, as the isotope ratios for this peak
are inconclusive.
The plateau makes up less of the overall signal for the O3/SO-loss series indicating that it
is created through long lived neutral states, and further demonstrates that the long lived pathway
is most likely composed of clusters that are broken asymmetrically. The intact clusters represent
the largest contribution of plateaus, and therefore, they represent the largest bound excited-state
ionizations. From pathway 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 of Figure 3-6 (O+, S+, SO+, and SO2+), the area of the
green decreases indicating the plateau function contribution is decreasing. Also the blue area
shrinks indicating the pre-dissociation channel decreases. Therefore, the red contribution grows,
indicating that the overlap, or ion state fragmentation, is increasing. These plots also show that,
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at long time delays, we have an increased population of the SO2 intact series with respect to the
other series. This is true because they have a plateau, whereas the others are less oriented toward
the bound excited state.

Figure 3-6: This is a depiction of the four pathways that occur in the SO2 cluster time-of-flight mass
spectrum. Each pathway has different contributions for each fitting component, the fast decay (red),
slow decay (blue), and plateau (green). Note that the plateau percent contribution is greater for the
intact (m64) species at early times than for the O+ or S+ species.
These results demonstrate that the removal of multiple oxygen atoms leads to a much
shallower bound state, and therefore these clusters have a higher propensity for additional
fragmentation. Therefore, at long time decays, the ion signal for the O3/SO-loss channel is
proportionally smaller than the rest of the channels when at perfect pump-probe overlap, or
within the quick relaxation time scale. Although our ratio remains approximately 2:1 for c2:c1,
the general trend for each series is that clustering reduces the contributions of both the prompt
and predissociation mechanisms.

Therefore the contribution of the plateau increases with

clustering size. This indicates that the dominant contribution to ion signal for clusters comes
from the relaxed state, whereas the overlap of both pulses leads to fragmentation. Therefore, we
suggest that a slow heating of the clusters would lead to the boiling off of single SO 2 molecules,
but the instantaneous absorption of energy is localized and induces destruction of the individual
molecules composing the cluster. The dissociation of oxygen atoms induces a splitting that leads
to a cracking of the cluster, or fragmentation of more than one molecule.
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3.4 SO2 Cluster Power Studies
During the pump-probe experiments, the power of the pump beam was maintained low
such that the probability of any species absorbing two photons was negligible. Two photons of
the pump beam at this wavelength (200 nm) are sufficient to produce ion signal, and no such
signal was observed without the presence of the probe beam. Similar steps were taken in the
pump-probe experiments to guarantee that the probe beam alone produced negligible ion signal as
well. These measures ensure that ions are only produced upon absorption of both pump and
probe photons. However, the number of probe photons absorbed is still not straightforward.
Therefore, in order to determine which excited state the species are able to reach and to better
understand the dynamics of the (SO2)n cluster series, power studies with regards to the probe
beam (400 nm) were performed on both the SO2 monomer and SO2 clusters under two conditions:
(1) at perfect overlap of the pump and probe beams, and (2) at 10 ps probe delay. These studies
help determine the photon order for each mass peak, that is, the number of photons of the probe
beam involved in the ionization process. As shown in Equations 3.4 and 3.5, the intensity of a
particular peak (I) is directly related to the power of a particular beam (P) used to obtain signal.

I  P



ln( I )    ln( P)







(3.4)
(3.5)

Taking the natural log of Equation 3.4, we obtain Equation 3.5. When plotted and fit to a
linear equation, the slope obtained is the photon order (), which is the number of photons
required to obtain the signal present (see Figure 3-7). This expression, derived from perturbation
theory,21 is only valid in describing signal arising from direct ionization. Fragmentation will
induce a deviation in the result, and therefore, we can expect this to only be accurate in describing
the photon requirements for the clusters at low probe intensities. At high intensities, the clusters
will fragment, thereby reducing the photon order measurement. For small clusters, molecules, or
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atomic species, the fragmentation of larger clusters will increase their ion signal, and therefore
artificially increase the slope at higher intensities. This is assuming that only one fragmentation
occurs. If large amounts of energy are donated, then only the atomic species will be increased,
with all other species in the distribution being destroyed. However, we apply this method to all
peaks to obtain estimates of their energy requirement.
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Figure 3-7: This is a sample graph of the cumulative power studies at 10 ps probe beam delay.
The slope of the equation for the fit line is the photon order (3.8) experimentally determined for
this O-loss species (SO+). Note that this slope, while not equal to a whole number, indicates that
the real photon order for SO+ is 4.
The fluence for each cluster size can change depending upon the measurement
conditions. At low laser intensities, this technique is expected to be the most accurate, based on
the Keldysh parameter.22 This is the most accurate photon order, and it can be found in our
measurements at the time delay of 10 ps (see Tables 3-5 through 3-8). The SO2 monomer peak is
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measured to require 3 photons at this time delay, while the dimer through hexamer – (SO2)2+ to
(SO2)6+ – measure slopes between 1.3 and 2.2, thereby requiring 2 photons. These values are in
line with the ionization potentials for each species. At increased laser intensity, the photon order
for the intact cluster species jumps to values of  = 8 to 9 photons, while the monomer value
increases to  = 6 photons. The nonlinearity occurring in these graphs is indicative of an
additional mechanism, other than simple ionization, producing their ion signals. We suspect this
mechanism to involve heavy fragmentation from larger, neutral clusters.
Table 3-5: This is a table of the photon orders for the O3/SO-loss series at three instances: (1) 10
ps probe delay at low power, (2) 10 ps probe delay at high power, and (3) at perfect overlap.
Note the significant increase between low and high powers, no matter the cluster size. Also note
the significant difference between O+ and the rest of this series at pump-probe overlap.

O3/SO-Loss
m16
m80
m144
m208
m272
m336

Photon Orders
10 ps Low
10 ps High
4.6
19.2
3.1
13.4
1.2
6.1
0.2
3.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Overlap
18.1
5.9
3.9
3.5
3.1
2.9

For the higher intensity measurements occurring at 10 ps delay, the intact and O-loss
channels larger than the dimer demonstrate a photon order of  = 8 or 9. The value of the photon
order for the O2-loss channel is lower, at around  = 6 photons, while the O3/SO-loss channel has
decayed to a level that, at larger clusters, blends in with the background, giving no photon order.
Also, at the perfect pump-probe overlap between pulses, for peaks larger than the dimer, most
ions present a photon order of  = 4. We suspect this to be the direct ionization from the C state,
and this suggests that all ion pathways are accessed at a similar energy, though the intact requires
the most energy.
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Table 3-6: This is a table of the photon orders for the O2-loss series at three instances: (1) 10 ps
probe delay at low power, (2) 10 ps probe delay at high power, and (3) at perfect overlap. Note
the significant increase between low and high powers, no matter the cluster size.

O2-Loss
m32
m96
m160
m224
m288
m352

Photon Orders
10 ps Low
10 ps High
4.0
15.0
2.2
11.6
1.1
7.5
0.9
7.1
0.9
6.5
0.9
5.9

Overlap
8.1
6.3
4.1
3.9
3.5
3.4

At long time delays and low laser intensities, mass 80 (S2O/SO3) shows a calculated
photon order of 3.1, or an imparted energy of approximately 15.5 eV (1 photon of 200 nm @ 6.2
eV + 3 photons of 400 nm @ 3.1 eV = 15.5 eV). The ionization potential (IP) of S2O is 10.584
eV, making it one of the easiest species in the mass spectrum to ionize, while the IP of SO3 is
12.80 eV. If S2O was the major constituent of the 80 amu peak, we would expect to see a photon
order of 2 (1 photon of 200 nm @ 6.2 eV + 2 photons of 400 nm @ 3.1 eV = 12.4 eV), as this
would be enough energy to ionize S2O, while not ionizing SO3. If the mass 80 peak were a
mixture of the two species, we would expect to see a photon order between 2 and 3. However,
the calculated order is 3.1 photons, which indicates that the peak at mass 80 may in fact be SO3,
though no other information supports this claim. Moreover, sulfur atoms have an IP of 10.36 eV,
and at long time delays we measure a photon order of  = 4 (12.4 eV), which is in agreement with
the IP value. S2O2 has an IP value between 9.9 and 10.3 eV, and we measure 2 photons (1 photon
of 200 nm @ 6.2 eV + 2 photons of 400 nm @ 3.1 eV = 12.4 eV), which is in agreement with
calculated values.
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Table 3-7: This is a table of the photon orders for the O-loss series at three instances: (1) 10 ps
probe delay at low power, (2) 10 ps probe delay at high power, and (3) at perfect overlap. Note
the significant increase between low and high powers, no matter the cluster size.

O-Loss
m48
m112
m176
m240
m304
m368

Photon Orders
10 ps Low
10 ps High
3.8
7.5
3.7
10.2
2.4
9.6
2.0
9.4
1.9
8.2
1.2
8.1

Overlap
5.3
5.4
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.1

The IP of SO2 is 12.34 eV, with the vertical IP being 12.5 eV, thereby requiring either 2
or 3 probe photons, depending upon the wavelength used. However, the appearance energy for
SO2 observed through electron impact ionization is known to be 13.1 eV,23 and should thus
require 3 photons, which matches our results. The results for SO+, SO2+, and larger masses
indicate reasonable photon orders for their production. The appearance of SO+ is experimentally
shown to occur with photon absorptions corresponding to 18.6 eV (1 photon of 200 nm @ 6.2 eV
+ 4 photons of 400 nm @ 3.1 eV).24 This matches the calculated requirement of 15.93 eV for
predissociation, as well as the direct excitation from the ground state (16.2 eV). As 4 photons are
required to ionize SO from either direct excitation via the C state or from the predissociated SO,
we cannot distinguish between a bound and a predisocciative state. However, when clusters are
present, the photon order at the overlap is increased by one, indicating an energy requirement of
21.7 eV for its production. Binding energy of the cluster amounts to approximately 0.1 eV per
molecule, and therefore should be negligible. This increase suggests that the predissociation is
hindered through clustering, most likely by steric restraint. Therefore, fragmentation of the
cluster adds to the energy requirement, and the appearance occurs directly from the excited
cluster state instead of a freed molecule. Upon the addition of 4 photons from the C state (SO2*),
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the molecule will undergo prompt dissociation and will directly produce SO+ and O through ionstate fragmentation. Alternatively, subsequent absorption of 4 probe photons by a predissociated
SO also gives rise to SO+ and O.10 Combining this information with what was learned from the
time dynamics, we see that the O-loss series is not long lived, and therefore cannot arise from the
probe photon alone.
Table 3-8: This is a table of the photon orders for the intact cluster series at three instances: (1)
10 ps probe delay at low power, (2) 10 ps probe delay at high power, and (3) at perfect overlap.
Note the significant increase between low and high powers, no matter the cluster size. Also note
the similarity between all cluster sizes for the photon order at overlap.

Intact
m64
m128
m192
m256
m320
m384

Photon Orders
10 ps Low
10 ps High
2.9
5.6
2.2
9.3
2.0
8.9
1.5
8.8
1.4
7.7
1.3
7.7

Overlap
4.8
4.6
4.3
4.3
4.1
4.0

As far as the observed atomic fragments are concerned, direct excitation of the SO2
molecule leads to O+ around 20.6 eV, thereby matching the measurement from the molecule of 5
photons. However, the S+ ion cannot be produced from direct excitation of SO2 as it requires the
sequential breaking of two bond, and as such, it is thought to arise from the ionization of the SO*.
Excited state SO requires only 5.6 eV above the IP of SO (10.29 eV) to form S+ and 11.9 eV to
form O+.10 Accordingly, the two atomic species require 15.89 eV and 22.19 eV, which gives a
calculated photon necessity of 3.12 and 5.14 probe photons, respectively. However, from the
bound SO2 molecule pumped to the C state, the formation of S+ requires 9.65 eV (3.11 photons),
and O+ requires 15.95 eV (5.14 photons).

Therefore, we cannot distinguish between

predissociation and the direct ionization based on photon order for S+ and O+.
When clusters are exposed to a high enough laser intensity, the production of atomic ions
demonstrates a threshold power density, above which the log-log plots for the O+ and S+ peaks
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change to significant non-linearity as shown in Figure 3-8. At low laser intensities, the slope
indicates photon orders of 5 for O+ and 4 for S+ (slopes of 4.6 and 4.0 in our experiments), and is
associated with excited state ion-processes, behaving similar to the results observed for monomer
conditions (see Table 3-9).25 Above a threshold laser intensity – in our experiments it is ~8 mW,
based upon the focusing conditions and the beam diameter – the absorption is greatly increased.
Upon clustering, the production of O+ and S+ shows a significantly increased photon order. S+
and O+ can only be observed when the excited intact monomer and clusters are in the Franck–
Condon Region.
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Figure 3-8: These two graphs depict the cumulative power studies at 10 ps probe delay time for both
O+ (top) and S+ (bottom). N ote the substantial difference between the slope of the line fit to the
lower power data and the points at higher power, indicating a change in the mechanisms that feed
these two atomic species. The experimentally determined photon orders are the slopes of the equation
for each one shown on the graphs.
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The appearance for all clusters is experimentally shown to have a photon order of 2 or
less at low intensity for the 10 ps delay. As the IP of the dimer is 11.72 eV, it should only require
2 probe photons.26 Furthermore, the IP of the trimer and larger clusters will be smaller than this
value, and these calculations coincide with our experimental observations. At high intensity,
many peaks show an increase to a photon order of 7 or more, which imparts an additional 15.5
eV, at the least, to a particular cluster. This increase in ion signal is most substantial for the
atomic ions, demonstrating that while the fragmentation rate is only slightly affected, there is a
significant change in the mechanism feeding the O+ and S+ signals.
Table 3-9: This is a table of the photon orders for the species seen under monomer conditions for
SO2. Each of the monomer photon orders is shown to be the same as (photon equivalent) those
determined for each of the four species under cluster conditions.

Monomer Photon Orders
Species
Overlap
O+

5.1

S+

4.3

+

SO

3.7

SO2+

2.9

This increase in slope requires energies corresponding to the absorption of an unrealistic
number of photons. We attribute the significant increase in slope of the log-log plots of S+ and
O+ to the formation of a pre-Coulomb explosion micro-plasma, which allows for the absorption of
significantly more photons than expected for simple photon ionization. As one increases the
probe beam intensity, this phenomenon eventually concedes to the appearance of highly-charged
ions in the mass spectrum, and therefore the onset of Coulomb explosion. The multiply-charged
states of oxygen and sulfur, up to O4+ and S5+, are not observed under monomer conditions
irrespective of the probe power. Although S6+ is mass degenerate with O3+, the isotope ratio of
the peak confirms its absence. The charge states of the individual elements suggest that each
atom gains the same amount of total energy, spanning the same cumulative energy gap, which is
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at least 188.3 eV of energy, in this case (see Table 3-10). These results are similar to our recent
results in the strong-field excitation of transition metal oxides27 and carbides,28 which were both
shown to bridge an identical sequential IP gap.
Table 3-10: Here is shown a table of cumulative ionization energies for both oxygen and sulfur.
Note the italicized numbers indicating the largest charge state observed for each species. This
indicates the energy received for each atom is at least 188.3 eV, but less than 276.35 eV.
Cumulative Ionization Energies (eV)
Charge

+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

+6

Oxygen

13.62

48.74

103.68

181.09

294.99

433.11

Sulfur

10.36

33.7

68.49

115.71

188.3

276.35

3.5 Summary of Findings
This chapter has demonstrated that the dynamics of the observed (SO2)n+ cluster species
fit to a biexponential decay with a plateau function. Upon fitting the dynamics, we observe a
small decreasing trend with increasing numbers of SO2 molecules for both the fast and slow
decays. The lack of a clearer trend indicates that the symmetry of the chromophore may be
broken upon clustering, thereby confirming a hypothesis from a previous study.10 This breaking
of the symmetry is also the reason that the signal plateaus at long times (> 40 ps).
In addition to the pump-probe dynamics findings, probe beam power studies demonstrate
a variety of photon orders, depending upon the species and the state of the experiment (clusters
vs. monomer conditions). All photon orders determined through our studies are in line with
previous calculations, as well as our own. However, any small differences can be accounted for
through the steric hindrance that takes place in the (SO2)n cluster system. Nonetheless, the photon
orders for the O+ and S+ ions show a considerable change upon clustering. We believe this
change to be indicative of a pre-Coulomb explosion micro-plasma which allows the atoms to
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absorb a significant number of photons in the process of atomization, before the cluster avails
itself to the Coulomb explosion.
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Chapter 4

Covariance Mapping of the (SO2)n Cluster Series

4.1 Introduction
Due to the observation of high charge states, as well as the desire to determine the
relationships among the cluster peaks, we decided to undertake covariance mapping of the (SO2)n
cluster system at 200 nm pump and 400 nm probe. In addition to the pump-probe technique, our
laser setup allows us to perform covariance mapping on any observable cluster system. Natural
fluctuations in the intensity of the laser give rise to an ever-changing mass spectrum. Analyzing
the mass spectra shot-by-shot, as opposed to averaging, allows for the determination of how the
ion peaks correspond to one another.1 Using the mathematics explained in Chapter 2, we can
obtain correlation coefficients between every point in the mass spectrum.2 When the data are
plotted, it is a map of point-to-point correlations having values between -1.0 and 1.0, with 1.0
being perfect correlation and -1.0 being perfect anti-correlation. Additionally, all covariance/
correlation maps are symmetric about the x = y axis.

4.2 Covariance Mapping of SO2 Monomer
Utilizing the covariance mapping technique, we have obtained correlation coefficient
data for SO2 under multiple conditions. The first condition we must examine is the correlation of
SO2 and its fragments under monomer conditions if we are to make any comparisons to those
found for SO2 under cluster conditions. Evident in Figure 4-1 is the fact that there is very strong
correlation demonstrated with regards to the monomer conditions. All four major peaks, O +, S+,
SO+, and SO2+ show small areas of strong correlation with each other (O+–S+ = 0.794, O+–SO+ =
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0.841, O+–SO2+ = 0.841, S+–SO+ = 0.889, S+–SO2+ = 0.841, SO+–SO2+ = 0.953). These values
indicate that as one peak increases so do the others, and nearly in perfect unison. As these peaks
all result from the excitation of neutral SO2, variations in the laser intensity give rise to only small
changes the probability of producing each fragment. Therefore, under monomer conditions, we
always detect strong correlation among the observed peaks. In addition to this, we see no
evidence of anti-correlation among the peaks, further indicating that while they are all coming
from neutral SO2, the fragmentation and dissociation channels do not deplete the SO2+ intact
species.

SO2+

SO+

S+

O+

O+
S+

SO2+
SO+

Figure 4-1: This is a covariance map of correlation values for the SO2 monomer. This map
shows significant correlation between the O+ and S+, SO+ and SO2+. There is no significant anticorrelation among any of the four peaks. This map was collected at the perfect overlap between a
203.11 nm pump beam at negligible power (sub 0.15 mW range), and a 409.43 nm probe beam at
8.78 mW average power.
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4.3 Covariance Mapping of SO2 Clusters at Low Powers
Under cluster conditions at the zero delay overlap of the pump and probe beams (Figure
4-2), the spectrum in the low mass range of the monomer (SO2+), and the SO+, S+, and O+
fragments shows large areas of weak correlation, along with slightly weaker centers of correlation
for O+, S+, SO+, and SO2+ than those found under monomer conditions. The six correlation values
are between 0.481 and 0.947, and are shown in Table 4-1 later in this chapter.
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Figure 4-2: This is a covariance map of correlation values for the SO2 clusters up to (SO2)6. The
map shows significant correlation between the O+ and S+, SO+ and SO2+, and smaller correlations
between all other peaks. There is very little, if any anti-correlation among any of the peaks. This
map was collected with a 200.32 nm pump at negligible power, and a 401.34 nm probe at 8.22
mW average power. Note the color scheme associated with this map: the O+ series is labeled on
each side in gold, the S+ series in green, the SO+ series in dark red, the SO2+ “intact” series in
blue, the dimer series in purple, and the higher order series in grayish blue.
To better understand the correlation values extracted from each map, we must examine
them as graphed in Figure 4-3. This type of graph enables us to observe trends in the correlation
values for each particular species as one increases cluster size. The graphs shown in Figure 4-3
depict such trends for the “intact” cluster species, (SO2)n+. The reason for putting the word intact
in quotes is that although the cluster does not appear to have lost any fragments, we believe that it
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has indeed lost an entire SO2 upon ionization, and the evidence for this will be laid out in the
following paragraphs. Evident from the graph is the fact that for the most part, the correlation
value for each mass decreases with increasing cluster size. However, there are some mass peaks
for which this is not the case, and these instances have been noted by arrows. Some of the peaks
with differing trends are off sequence by a few percent (e.g. S2O+(SO2)n-2, SO+(SO2)4, and
(SO2)5+), and can be explained away through experimental error. Nonetheless, others such as
SO+(SO2)3, (SO2)4+, and (SO2)6+ demonstrate significant changes to the main trend. Specifically,
their correlation with (SO2)n+ clusters decreases for n = 2, but remains within the observed trend
otherwise. This signifies that the fragmentation channel giving rise to the dimer is different from
that producing other clusters, and the point is reinforced by the observation that for other peaks,
namely S2O+, SO2+, (SO2)2+, and S+(SO2)2, the correlation with the (SO2)2+ is increased when
compared to the “normal” trend found. Additionally, there is a significant change in the ratio of
the correlation of the dimer to SO2+ vs. the dimer to SO+, which will be explained later in this
chapter.
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Figure 4-3: This graph of the correlation values for the (SO2)n+ series is actually a single graph
that has been split into three segments for better viewing. The trends observed for this “intact”
series are noted in the text. Values were extracted from covariance maps taken with a 200.32 nm
pump wavelength at negligible power, and a 401.34 nm probe wavelength at 8.22 mW average
power.
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Second, we must look at the graph of all species vs. the SO+(SO2)n-1, oxygen-loss series
(Figure 4.4). In these graphs, we see a departure from that of the (SO2)n+ where most peaks do
not show the steadily decreasing trend from n = 1 to 6. Instead, we observe many shifts where
SO+(SO2) may have the highest correlation – such as (SO2)3+ or SO+(SO2)3 – while in other cases,
SO+(SO2)2 is most correlated – for example, S+(SO2)3 and S2O+(SO2)4. There are other instances
of SO+(SO2) being the largest correlation, but SO+(SO2)2 is the second highest correlated oxygen
loss species, as opposed to SO+ for most. In all, this variety of trends tells us that while an SO+
fragment channel correlates well with smaller clusters, for larger ones, SO+(SO2) and SO+(SO2)2
are more preferential. That is, large neutral clusters fragment more so to larger ionic species,
while smaller neutral clusters fragment to smaller ionic species.
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Figure 4-4: This graph of the correlation values for the SO+(SO2)n-1 series is actually a single
graph that has been split into three segments for better viewing. The trends observed for the
oxygen-loss series are noted in the text. Values have been extracted from a covariance map taken
at 200.32 nm pump wavelength at negligible power, and 401.34 nm probe wavelength at 8.22 mW
average power.
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Next, we must examine the graph of S+(SO2)n-1 correlation values (shown in Figure 4-5).
As we can see from the graph, it is evident that S+(SO2) is the largest correlation for most the
species observed, with the few exceptions noted by arrows. Furthermore, while S+ is correlated
more with lower mass species, the S+(SO2)2 correlates better with larger cluster species. This
trend is similar to what was observed for the oxygen loss series, but substantially more
pronounced.
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Figure 4-5: This graph of the correlation values for the S+(SO2)n-1 series is actually a single graph
that has been split into three segments for better viewing. The trends observed for the O2-loss
series are noted in the text. Values have been extracted from a covariance map taken at 200.32
nm pump wavelength at negligible power, and 401.34 nm probe wavelength at 8.22 mW average
power.
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Finally, the O+/S2O+(SO2)n-2 triple oxygen loss series again shows a similar trend to that
previously described for the oxygen loss series as well as the O2-loss series (see Figure 4-6).
Again, there are only a couple of mass peaks bucking the trend of having S2O+ as the most highly
correlated species. Additionally, the S2O+(SO2) species correlates better to larger species, while
O+ is better correlated to smaller ones.
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Figure 4-6: This graph of the correlation values for the S2O+(SO2)n-2 series is actually a single
graph that has been split into three segments for better viewing. The trends observed for the O 3loss series are noted in the text. Values have been extracted from a covariance map taken at
200.32 nm pump wavelength at negligible power, and 401.34 nm probe wavelength at 8.22 mW
average power.
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In all, these trends demonstrate that the vertical ionization/fragmentation channels change
with cluster size. While all fragmentation pathways are available for all clusters, larger neutral
species preferentially fragment into larger ionic fragments, while smaller neutral species fragment
into smaller ionic species, though S2O+ and S+(SO2) are seemingly preferred by most. Note that
for reference, all correlation values for the low power covariance map are displayed in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: This grid, broken into two sections for better viewing, contains all the correlation
values for the low power SO2 cluster covariance mapping experiment (200.32 nm pump at
negligible power, and 401.34 nm probe at 8.22 mW). The largest non-autocorrelation value in
each column is highlighted in yellow – m64 (SO2+) is the highest correlation for many peaks,
along with m48 (SO+). Also having the largest significant correlation for multiple peaks are
m112, SO+(SO2), m128, (SO2)2+, and m176, SO+(SO2)2. Additionally, the largest correlation to O+
among the S2O+(SO2)n series is highlighted in green.
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Furthermore, when we examine the ratio of the (SO2)n+ correlation to that of its oxygenloss partner, SO+(SO2)n-1, a very interesting trend comes to light. As we can see in Figure 4-7A,
the ratio is negative for most peaks, meaning the oxygen loss correlation is larger than the
correlation to the “intact” species. However, for the SO2-SO ratio, most of the “intact” cluster
species are positive (with the exception of the dimer), meaning their correlation to SO2+
outweighs their correlation to SO+. This, we believe, is one indication of the proposition by
Dermota, et al. in 2005 that the SO2 clusters observed in the ion state originally had one
additional SO2 molecule, in addition to any other fragments lost.5

This theory is further

substantiated when looking at the average ratio values for each of the four cluster series, O +, S+,
SO+, and SO2+. As we can see in Figure 4-7B, the only positive average ratio values occur for
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SO2-SO. The reason we believe this indicates a loss of SO2 is that at perfect overlap, we are
exciting and ionizing simultaneously, and as such, upon fragmentation, there may be enough
energy (photons) to ionize all fragments produced, including the SO2 that dissociates from any of
the clusters or their fragments.

SO2+
(SO2)2+
(SO2)3+
(SO2)4+
(SO2)5+
(SO2)6+

A

O+ Averages
S+ Averages
SO+

B

Averages

SO2+

Averages

Figure 4-7: This series of bar graphs is a depiction of the ratio of the correlation coefficients. (A)
shows the ratios for each (SO2)n+ peak, while (B) depicts the average ratios found for each of the
four cluster series in the experiment. Positive values imply a stronger correlation to the “intact”
series, while negative values imply a stronger correlation to the O-loss series. These data were
calculated from covariance data collected with a 200.32 nm pump at negligible power, and a
401.34 nm probe at 8.22 mW average power.

While not directly related to the correlation values, the final piece of information
garnered from the low power covariance maps is notable nonetheless. Upon closer inspection of
the covariance map, some of the cluster peaks (Figure 4-8) are shown to have small amounts of
anti-correlation (-0.2 to -0.3) very near to their largest correlation values. This anti-correlation is
believed to be due to a phenomenon of the mass spectra, whereby they shift in time a small
amount from one trace to the next. This small shift in time causes one side of the peak to “drop”
relative to the other side of the peak, thereby creating artificial anti-correlation. This effect is
muted at the lower end of the mass spectrum, as the peaks are relatively wider, and therefore not
as susceptible to the phenomenon of the mass spectrum shifting.
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Figure 4-8: This image is a zoom onto the correlation of SO+ and SO2+ with SO+(SO2), (SO2)2+,
and S2O+(SO2). Note the small amounts of anti-correlation between the high and low mass sides
of each peak. This indicates that there may be small time shifts from one spectrum to the next,
which causes the high and low mass sides to “drop” relative to each other. This map was
collected with a 200.32 nm pump at negligible power, and a 401.34 nm probe at 8.22 mW
average power.

4.4 Covariance Mapping of SO2 Clusters at High Power
If the probe beam power is sufficient enough to cause high charge states to form, the
correlation map gains significantly greater amounts of anti-correlation (see Figure 4-9). Again,
the O+ and S+ peaks are highly correlated to each other (correlation = 0.983). However, as there
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are high charge states observed, this probe laser power decreases significantly, and in some cases
eliminates entirely, higher mass peaks from the spectra. Therefore, only the observed peaks
could be analyzed for their correlation values, eliminating some possible comparisons with the
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As far as the non-high charge states left in the map, we can observe the trends in their
correlation to the (SO2)n+ series (see Figure 4-10A) and the SO+(SO2)n-1 series (see Figure 4-10B).
These trends are similar to those found for the low power covariance map, with the only break in
the trend coming at (SO2)4+ and SO+(SO2). This break in the trend appears to carry over from a
similar break observed at low powers, although it is not nearly as pronounced as in the low power
covariance map. However, this may be simply due to the significant decrease in the overall
intensity of these correlations.
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Figure 4-10: This graph of the correlation values for both (A) the (SO2)n+ series and (B) the
SO+(SO2)n-1 series, the only two series in the high power covariance map to contain four or more
componnts. The trends observed for these two channels are described in the text. Note that the
observed trends demonstrate similarities to those found in the low power covariance map
counterpart. Values have been extracted from a covariance map taken at 203.11 nm pump at
negligible power (less than 0.15 mW), and a 409.43 nm probe at 9.65 mW average power.
Another similarity to the low power covariance map is the fact that the SO2-SO
correlation ratio (percent difference) is slightly negative, to even positive, for all cluster series,
while the other ratios are significantly negative. The average values for these are shown in Figure
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4-11, demonstrating that while the high probe power has diminished the effect of seeing more
SO2, the sheer difference between its ratio and that of the larger clusters is yet another indication
that an SO2 is lost upon ionization, and that SO2 is itself ionized. Note that in Figure 4-11 the
high charge states (HCS) average values for these ratios are also shown.

SO2+ Average
SO+ Average
HCS Average

Figure 4-11: This bar graph depicts the difference ratio of the correlation coefficients of the
“intact” series vs. the oxygen-loss series for the high power covariance map. Positive values
imply a stronger correlation to the “intact” series, while negative values imply a stronger
correlation to the O-loss series. Values have been calculated from extracted data of a covariance
map taken at 203.11 nm pump at negligible power (less than 0.15 mW), and a 409.43 nm probe at
9.65 mW average power.
The final observation to be made for the high power covariance map lies in the
aforementioned high charge states themselves. The atomic species, O+ and S+ are included in this
series, as they demonstrate the same trend for negative covariance (anti-correlation) with all
molecular species (SO+ and up) and positive correlation with all HCS. This observed trend is
depicted in Figure 4-12, namely that the average correlation value for an O+m to other O+m is
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greater than its average correlation value to the S+m. This trend is also true for S+m, as they
correlate better with other S+m than O+m. The exceptions to this trend are only due to mass
degeneracies, as O+2 and S+4 occur at the same m/z, and similarly for O+ and S+2. As they are
degenerate, one would expect what is observed, namely that we see a nearly equal average
correlation value to S+m and O+m.

O+m Avg.
S+m Avg.

O+4

O+3

S+5

O+2/S+4

S+3

O+/S+2

S+

Figure 4-12: The above graph depicts the average correlation values of each high charge state/
atomic species to each of the two HCS series, namely, the O+m and S+m. Observations on the
trends demonstrated are discussed in the text. This data was calculated from covariance data
collected with a 203.11 nm pump at negligible power (less than 0.15 mW), and a 409.43 nm
probe at 9.65 mW average power.
When discussing the observed high charge states, we must point out that, based upon the
states observed in the covariance maps at high powers, each atom is receiving up to 190 eV of
energy (see Table 3-1). To reiterate, the atoms are highly correlated to the HCS and significantly
anti-correlated to the molecular species, indicating that whatever mechanism is feeding the HCS
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is also feeding the atomized species, while taking away from molecular species. While the
observed anti-correlation values move closer to zero with increasing cluster size (see Table 4-2),
they never become zero, indicating that all cluster sizes are feeding the HCS. The largest
negative values are observed at m/z 8, which is an overlap of O+2 and S+4, although a majority of
the peak should be from O+2, as it forms much easier (48.74 eV vs. 115.71 eV for S+4).
Therefore, the O+2 channel is fed the most among the high charge states when Coulomb explosion
is occurring.
Table 4-2: This grid, broken into two sections for better viewing, contains all the correlation
values for the high power SO2 cluster covariance mapping experiment (203.11 nm pump at
negligible power, and 409.43 nm probe at 9.65 mW). The two separate sections include the high
charge states along with O+ and S+, all of whom are positively correlated to one another and
negatively correlated to the second group. The second group consists of all the molecular species
that did not completely atomize at such high power. These species are all positively correlated to
one another and anti-correlated to the first group.
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4.5 Summary of Findings
The covariance mapping of SO2 under monomer conditions provides a basis which can
aid in the understanding of the covariance mapping of SO2 clusters. The results of this study
indicate that the SO2 monomer and its three fragments are highly correlated to each other. This
signifies that under monomer conditions, as the SO2+ peak increases, so do all others, and in near
perfect unison. This should be expected for any gas phase covariance mapping experiment under
monomer-type conditions, where the monomer and any dissociative fragments occur.
When examining the covariance mapping of SO2 clusters under low probe power
conditions, the first conclusion we can make is that the core fragments, i.e. O+, S+, SO+, and SO2+,
have slightly less correlation between each other than under monomer conditions. This is most
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likely due to the fact that under cluster conditions, these fragments have many more channels
from which they come, and as such will correlate less to each other. Second, for all comparisons
of the different cluster series, we observe steady decreases in the correlation values as the size
increases, with exceptions to the trend that show S2O+ and S+(SO2) to be preferential
fragmentation paths for many larger clusters. In addition to this, evidence points to all observed
cluster species evolving from a neutral cluster having one additional SO2 molecule, as
demonstrated by the SO2-SO ratio having only positive values for the monomer.5
Finally, the covariance map of the SO2 clusters under high power conditions (well above
8 mW average power of the probe beam) shows significant anti-correlation among the peaks.
This map also demonstrates complete loss of signal from most larger cluster peaks, with the
SO+(SO2)n series and the “intact” (SO2)n+ series visible out to the tetramer. The multi-charge
states observed in the covariance map, along with the atomic species O+ and S+, are all highly
correlated to each other. In addition, the molecular species SO+, SO2+, and all cluster peaks are
highly correlated to each other. However, these two groups show significant anti-correlation to
one another. The existence of the two competing factions indicates that at a high enough power,
clusters, both large and small, undergo Coulomb explosion if the power density is large enough.
However, if the probe beam power falls below a certain threshold, cluster atomization dominates.
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Chapter 5

Formic Acid-Water Mixed Cluster System and the Water-Gas Shift Reaction

5.1 Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols play a significant role in heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry.
Many organic species, such as carboxylic acids, are known to be substantial components of
atmospheric aerosols.1 Formic acid, the smallest of these acids, is a key organic constituent in
both fog and cloud water. In addition, a great deal of the formic acid in the atmosphere is
aqueous, which leading to a considerable presence in precipitation.2 It is an oxidation product of
naturally present and anthropogenic organics, as well as being a byproduct of anthropogenic
emissions, such as with the production of acetic acid.3
Previous studies have examined complexes of water and formic acid using both
theoretical and experimental methods.4-7 In addition to these studies, our research group has
recently performed flow-tube studies on formic acid and water,8,9 where it has been demonstrated
that a nucleation mechanism may play a role in the cluster system. Particularly, it has been
shown that by introducing formic acid molecules into a protonated water cluster structure, the
molecular arrangement changes significantly via the formation of multiple hydrogen bonds within
the network, thereby disrupting the original water cluster formation. Furthermore, the H+(H2O)21
magic cluster that is normally observed in a distribution at the temperatures utilized is not seen.10
This indicates that the formic acid molecules interact with the protonated water species to form
pre-nucleation clusters.8,9
Presented in this chapter is a two-fold experiment. The first part is a study of the
femtosecond dynamics of the formic acid-water cluster system when excited to a higher
electronic state (or band) with 400 nm light. The second study demonstrates the effect of
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hydrochloric acid (HCl) on the Water-Gas Shift (WGS) reaction and its equilibrium. This
reaction is related to formic acid in that it has been demonstrated to be the intermediate between
the two ends of this equilibrium. Specifically, we demonstrate the considerable change observed
in production of species involved in the reaction, as well as substantial changes to their femtosecond dynamics.

5.2 Formic Acid-Water Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrum
The time-of-flight mass spectrum observed when clustering formic acid with water
contains many protonated species, which can be divided into three distinct cluster series (see
Figure 5-1). The first and foremost series is the protonated water cluster, H+(H2O)n, which was
distinguishable up to seven waters (n = 1 through 7). The second series is a protonated formic
acid-water species, (FA)H+(H2O)n, where FA = formic acid. This series was detectable out to
seven waters, as well (n = 0 through 7). The third and final series contains a protonated formic
acid dimer and water, (FA)2H+(H2O)n. However, this series was only observable out to five
waters (n = 0 through 5). The mass spectra for these pump-probe experiments are collected as
described in Chapter 2. Moreover, with this experiment, the pick-up source described in Section
2.3 is not used, as an argon or helium backing gas is bubbled through a small steel tank which
contains a solution of formic acid and water. The vapor from this solution is then carried directly
to the pulse nozzle. Furthermore, the hydrochloric acid, utilized for the WGS reaction study was,
in reality, a contamination of the formic acid-water sample lines from a previous experiment.
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Figure 5-1: Displayed here is a mass spectrum of the formic acid-water cluster system. Peaks are
labeled to show each observed series. Note that FA = formic acid (HCOOH), and W = water
(H2O) for the observed peaks. See the inset for the higher mass peaks of this system.

5.3 Femtosecond Dynamics of Formic Acid-Water Clusters
The dynamics for the formic acid-water (FA-W) cluster species are obtained in the same
way as described for SO2 in Chapter 3. An example of the resulting dynamics trace for the FA-W
clusters is shown in Figure 5-2. The pump-probe ion signal for all observed mass peaks in this
study fit to a monoexponential decay (see Equations 5.1 and 5.2 as well as Equations 3.2 and 3.3).

IT  I d  I g  I p  a

(5.1)

Here, IT is the total ion signal, and a is a constant to account for the background signal
away from the zero/overlap. The term for the exponential decay, Id, is of the form found in
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Equation 3.2. Additionally, any plateau of the ion signal, Ip, is account for as shown in Equation
3.3. Finally, the underlying Gaussian function of the laser overlap, Ig, is represented as shown in
Equation 5.2 below.

  (t  c) 2 
I g t   c g  exp 

2
 


(5.2)

Here, cg is the intensity coefficient for the underlying Gaussian function, while all other variables
(t, c, and ) are the same as described previously (see Section 3.3)

Dynamics Components for Formic Acid-Water Clusters
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Figure 5-2: This is an example of the observed dynamics for protonated formic acid. Depicted
here are all three components of the calculated dynamics, namely the Gaussian ( ), plateau, and
1. Experimental conditions for this trace were 400.21 nm pump at 2.2 mW, 800.94 nm probe at
10.4 mW. 1 = 234.9 fs with  = 200 fs.
A graph of the trends in the femtosecond dynamics of the three different cluster series is
depicted in Figure 5-3. A number of conclusions can be drawn from these graphs, with the first
being that all three series, H+(H2O)n, (FA)H+(H2O)n, and (FA)2H+(H2O)n, demonstrate a linear
increase in decay times as one increases the number of waters in the cluster. Additionally, as the
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number of formic acid molecules in the cluster increase, so does the pump-probe decay time of
the cluster (see Figure 5-4). Second, the slopes of the linear increase in decay times for all three
series are very close to one another, indicating that increasing the number of formic acids does
not change the cluster structure in a significant way. Additionally, clusters with the same number
of molecules have similar decay times, indicating insignificant rearrangement within the cluster.
Finally, there is no significant plateau in these trends for any of the three cluster series, indicating
that no solvation shell is reached. There is no substantial break in the trend, as indicated by the
R2 values, however, this observed trend in the dynamics for formic acid is different from the
dynamical trends we have previously noted for strong acids, such as HI and HBr.11, 12

Time Constants for Formic Acid-Water Clusters
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Figure 5-3: Graph of the linear increases in the dynamics of the three separate cluster series as
the number of waters increases. Note that all three series demonstrate similar slopes to their
increase in dynamics. Experimental conditions: 400.21 nm pump at 2.2 mW, 800.94 nm probe at
10.4 mW.
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Time Constants for Formic Acid-Water Clusters
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Figure 5-4: This is a graph of the linear increases in the decay time of the five separate cluster
series as the number of formic acids increases. Note that all five series demonstrate slopes
between 30 and 60. Such a great difference may be due to the limited number of data points (3)
influencing the statistics of the fitting lines. The experimental conditions were: a 400.21 nm
pump at 2.2 mW, and a 800.94 nm probe at 10.4 mW.

5.4 Water-Gas Shift Reaction
The Water-Gas Shift reaction (WGS) was discovered in 1780 by Italian physicist Felice
Fontana.13 It involves reacting carbon monoxide gas with water vapor, as show in Equation 5.3.

CO( g )  H 2 O(v )  CO2( g )  H 2( g )

(5.3)

This reaction is in reality an equilibrium, as shown in Equation 5.4, and it involves formic acid as
the intermediate.14, 15

CO( g )  H 2 O(v )  HCOOH( g )  CO2( g )  H 2( g )

(5.4)

The reason formic acid is considered the intermediate is that it can undergo both decarboxylation
(Equation 5.5) and decarbonylation (Equation 5.6), however, these two are competing reactions.
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HCOOH( g )  CO2( g )  H 2( g )

(5.5)

HCOOH( g )  CO( g )  H 2 O( g )

(5.6)

It has been previously demonstrated that in the presence of HCl, the equilibrium shifts
toward the left (in Equation 5.4), i.e. increase in the generation of CO.16 However, the reverse
process which involves the production of water is of significant interest as it may be employed
with regards to In-situ Resource Utilization on missions to Mars.17 This reaction was originally
utilized in the early 19th century as a way to produce hydrogen as a more efficient heating fuel.
This was done by passing high pressure steam over hot coal, and “scrubbing” off the resultant
CO2 with low temperature water vapor.18

5.5 Changes to the Formic Acid Mass Spectrum
When first performing pump-probe experiments on formic acid-water clusters, we
obtained mass spectra as shown previously in Figure 5-1. Upon examination of the specific range
of m/z 24 through m/z 50, as shown in Figure 5-5A, we observe two peaks that are of particular
interest with regards to the WGS reaction, namely, CO+ and CO2+. When HCl contaminates the
formic acid-water sample, the mass spectrum changes as can be seen in Figure 5-5B. The most
obvious and expected change is the observation of four peaks at m/z 35-38. These peaks are Cl+
and HCl+ for the two most abundant isotopes of chlorine, namely 35Cl and 37Cl. The second and
most striking change is the significant increase in the ion signal for CO+ compared to the much
smaller increase for CO2+. This shift in signal intensities occurs at all delay times, as can be seen
in Figure 5-6A.
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Figure 5-5: These two mass spectra show formic acid (A) without HCl contamination and (B)
with HCl contamination. Note the significant increase in the relative intensity of the CO + peak
compared to the formic acid peak (FA+). The lack of an Ar+ peak is due to the use of helium as a
backing gas. The experiment for (A) was taken with an 800.34 nm pump beam at 27.2 mW and a
400.21 nm probe beam at 2.65 mW, while the experiment for (B) was taken with an 800.25 nm
pump beam at 25.3 mW and a 400.13 nm probe beam at 2.31 mW.
The third item of note is the increase in intensity for H+CO2, compared to its counterpart,
H+CO. While this is the reverse trend from CO+ and CO2+ (see Figure 5-6B), it demonstrates that
HCl drives the protonated WGS reaction (Equation 5.7) in the opposite direction than it drives the
WGS reaction:

H  CO( g )  H 2 O(v )  H  HCOOH( g )  H  CO2( g )  H 2( g )

(5.7)
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Additionally, the formic acid-protonated formic acid (FA+-H+FA) ratio changes four-fold,
from a 2:1 ratio, to a 1:2 ratio (see Figure 5-6C). This demonstrates that the WGS reaction
equilibrium is affected to a much greater extent by the presence of HCl than its protonated
counterpart. Finally, it is important to note that the lack of Ar+ signal in the HCl-contaminated
spectrum is due to the utilization of helium (He) as a backing gas for the experiment, and not a
suppression of the signal by HCl.
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Figure 5-6: These are ratios of signal intensities for CO+/CO2+, H+CO/H+CO2, and FA+/H+FA
under uncontaminated (blue) and HCl-contaminated (pink) conditions. The experiment for (A)
was taken with an 800.34 nm pump beam at 27.2 mW and a 400.21 nm probe beam at 2.65 mW,
while the experiment for (B) was taken with an 800.25 nm pump beam at 25.3 mW and a 400.13
nm probe beam at 2.31 mW.
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5.6 Changes to the Dynamics of CO and CO2
In addition to a change in the ratio of CO to CO2 in the formic acid-water mass spectrum,
our experiments demonstrate that the dynamics of these two peaks also change significantly. As
shown in Figure 5-7A, when the HCl is not present in the formic acid-water sample, the dynamics
for CO and CO2 are nearly overlapped, with the CO delayed by ~50 fs from CO2. Both species
dynamics are dominated by a Gaussian, with CO+ having an underlying monoexponential
dynamic in the negative direction (800 nm pump, 400 nm probe). However, this dynamic is
substantially suppressed, i.e. it has a very small coefficient compared to the Gaussian, and as
such, any perceived dynamics for CO+ may be an artifact of the experiment (see Table 5-1).
Moreover, the protonated forms of CO and CO2, namely H+CO, and H+CO2 show similar
trends to their unprotonated counterpart, with the exception of the decay coefficient. Here, the
decay is a larger component to the overall fit of the dynamics; however, the decay is calculated to
be 115.7 fs. Since the decay is smaller than the overlap () of the pump and probe beams (200
fs), we cannot say for certain that this number is correct. We can only say absolutely that the
decay is between 50 and 200 fs, with the lower number the difference between the peak of the
CO2 and the zero of the experiment which occurs at the peak intensity of the Ar+ signal.
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Table 5-1: Displayed in this table are the 1 decay times and the decay coefficients as well as the
Gaussian coefficients for each observed component in the formic acid-water cluster mass spectra
that relate to the Water-Gas Shift reaction. Note that both the protonated and unprotonated forms
of the reaction are represented. The experiment for “Without HCl” was taken with an 800.34 nm
pump beam at 27.2 mW and a 400.21 nm probe beam at 2.65 mW, while the experiment for
“With HCl” was taken with an 800.25 nm pump at 25.3 mW and a 400.13 nm probe at 2.31 mW.

Conversely, when HCl does contaminate the formic acid-water mass spectrum, there is a
drastic change in the dynamics of both the CO and the CO2 (see Figure 5-7B). Here, we see for
CO2 a monoexponential decay in the positive direction (400 nm pump, 800 nm probe). Another
item of note is the significant shift in the CO dynamics, such that they are delayed by ~250 fs,
nearly 200 fs more than when HCl is not present. Two other aspects of the CO dynamic of note
are the considerable plateau on the positive side of the dynamics, and the fact that the overall CO
dynamics fit perfectly well to a Gaussian ( = 500.1 fs). Since the overlap of the pump and probe
beams did not change in time between experiments, we can conclude that this Gaussian is most
likely due to two separate, but equal and opposite monoexponential dynamics (see Table 5-1).
The reason for this observation can be summarized as follows: from the ground state of a
formic acid molecule, the activation energy for the production of CO2 from the cis-formic acid is
3.08 eV, while the activation energy for the production of CO from trans-formic acid is 2.95 eV.16
These energies signify that one photon of 400 nm pump (3.1 eV) gives us access to either state,
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and initiate the rearrangement of the molecule. However, the probe beam must then ionize the
fragments, and therefore we observe small amounts of both CO and CO2. Upon the presence of
HCl, the activation energy for decarbonylation of formic acid is lowered to 1.51 eV, thereby
allowing a single photon from the 800 nm beam to surpass it.16 Therefore, either the pump or
probe beam can initiate the reaction, allowing the dynamics to occur on either the positive or the
negative time delays. This is observed experimentally and shown in Figure 5-7. Since the
overlap of the pump and probe beams did not change in time between experiments, we can
conclude that this Gaussian is in fact two separate, but equal and opposite monoexponential
dynamics (see Table 5-1). The rationale for this is that the barrier is lowered to the energy of one
probe photon, and thus, the reaction can be initiated with either the pump (400 nm) or probe (800
nm) beam photon.
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Figure 5-7: These two graphs are normalized versions of the femtosecond dynamics for both CO+
and CO2+. Without HCl contamination (A), both species demonstrate near-Gaussian dynamics,
however, when the HCl impurity is in the sample (B), both species show interesting changes to
their dynamics. The experiment for (A) was taken with an 800.34 nm pump beam at 27.2 mW
and a 400.21 nm probe beam at 2.65 mW, while the experiment for (B) was taken with an 800.25
nm pump beam at 25.3 mW and a 400.13 nm probe beam at 2.31 mW.
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5.7 Summary of Findings
The pump-probe experiments performed on the formic acid-water cluster system
demonstrate that weak acids, such as formic acid, do not solvate in the way of their strong acid
counterparts (HI and HBr).11,12 While strong acids form solvent-separated ion pairs easily –
within 4 to 6 waters, weak acids show no sign of forming such a moiety. The formic acid-water
clusters are generated out to (FA)H+(H2O)7 and beyond, and the dynamics contain a
monoexponential decay when pumped with 400 nm. This decay shows a linear increase with an
increasing number of waters in the cluster, indicating that the more the formic acid solvates, the
greater the suppression in energy of the electronic state (or states) to which the cluster is being
excited.
In addition to the formic acid-water clusters, we also observe peaks at m/z 28, 29, 44, and
45, i.e. CO+, H+CO, CO2+ and H+CO2. These four peaks are hallmarks of the Water-Gas Shift
(WGS) reaction, as well as its protonated form. Each of the aforementioned peaks demonstrates
minimal to complete lack of dynamics when the sample of formic acid is uncontaminated.
However, when this sample also contains HCl, two interesting observations take place. The first
is a considerable change in the integrated intensity ratios for CO+/CO2+, H+CO/H+CO2, and
FA+/H+FA. This change indicates that HCl drives the WGS reaction toward formation of CO,
while simultaneously driving the protonated WGS reaction in the opposite direction.
Furthermore, the dynamics of these peaks change drastically upon sample contamination by HCl,
with the most significant change occurring for CO+. While CO2+ develops a monoexponential
decay on the 400 nm pump/800 nm probe side, the CO+ dynamics shift in time approximately 200
fs, and they develop into a “bulging” Gaussian with a plateau to the right (400 nm pump, 800 nm
probe). However, this bulge is not due to a change in the  (pump-probe overlap), but is rather
caused by a monoexponential decay in both directions (400 nm pump/800 nm probe and 800 nm
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pump/ 400 nm probe). Additionally, both decays are nearly identical, which ensures the peak
remains Gaussian in shape. However, it also appears that the state being pumped by 400 nm
relaxes into an area that is more easily ionized, giving rise to the plateau. Furthermore, we have
demonstrated quantum control by selectively enhancing the production of H2O and CO.
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Chapter 6

Overall Summary with Conclusions and Future Directions

6.1 Summary of SO2 Dynamics and Power Study
We have demonstrated that the observed dynamics of (SO2)n+ cluster species excited to
the C (1B2) state with 1 photon of 200 nm light fit to a biexponential decay. Upon fitting the
dynamics, we observe a small, though not absolutely clear, trend of decreasing 1 and 2 with an
increasing number of SO2 molecules. The lack of a clear trend indicates that the symmetry of the
SO2 chromophore is broken upon clustering before the experiment begins, as was hypothesized in
a previous study by our group.1 The breaking of the symmetry via clustering leads to a plateau in
the signal at long times (beyond 40 ps).
In addition to the findings for the pump-probe dynamics, probe beam power studies
demonstrate photon orders of 3 or greater, depending upon the species (e.g. oxygen-loss versus
intact cluster), as well as the molecular state of the experiment (i.e. clusters versus monomer
conditions). Most photon orders determined through our studies are in line with previously
performed calculations. Other photon orders not in line with calculations, all of which occur in
the cluster regime, are demonstrated to be an increase of one photon from said calculations. This
small difference can be accounted for when we consider that steric hindrance takes place in the
(SO2)n cluster system, thereby requiring more energy. However, the photon orders for the O+ and
S+ ions show a significant change upon clustering. We believe this change to be indicative of a
pre-Coulomb explosion micro-plasma which allows the atoms to absorb a significant number of
photons in the process of atomization, before the cluster avails itself to the Coulomb explosion.
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6.2 Summary of SO2 Monomer and Cluster Covariance Mapping
The covariance mapping of SO2 under monomer conditions provides a foundation which
can aid in the understanding of the covariance mapping of SO2 clusters. The results of this
preliminary experiment indicate that the SO2 monomer and its three fragments are highly
correlated to each other.

This signifies that under monomer conditions, as the SO2+ peak

increases, so do all others, and in near perfect unison. Therefore, any fragmentation channels that
produce the observed ions do not affect the production of the observed monomer species. This
should be expected for any gas phase covariance mapping experiment under monomer-type
conditions, where the monomer and any neutral state dissociative fragments occur.
When we examine the covariance mapping of SO2 clusters under low probe power
conditions, the first conclusion we can make is that the core fragments, i.e. O+, S+, SO+, and SO2+,
have slightly less correlation between each other than under monomer conditions. This is most
likely due to the fact that under cluster conditions, these fragments have many more neutral state
channels from which they come, and as such will correlate less to each other. Second, for all
comparisons of the different cluster series, we observe steady decreases in the correlation values
as the size increases, with exceptions to the trend that show S2O+ and S+(SO2) to be preferential
fragmentation paths for many larger neutral clusters. In addition to this, evidence points to all
observed cluster species evolving from a neutral cluster having one additional SO2 molecule, as
demonstrated by the SO2-SO ratio having only positive values for the monomer.2
Finally, the covariance map of the SO2 clusters under high power conditions (well above
8 mW average power of the probe beam) shows significant anti-correlation among two sets of
peaks. This map also demonstrates complete loss of signal from most larger cluster peaks, with
the SO+(SO2)n series and the “intact” (SO2)n+ series visible out only to the tetramer. The multicharge states observed in the covariance map, along with the atomic species O+ and S+, are all
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highly correlated to each other. In addition, the molecular species SO+, SO2+, and all cluster
peaks are highly correlated to each other. However, these two groups show significant anticorrelation to one another. The existence of the two competing cluster groups indicates that, at a
high enough power, all cluster sizes undergo Coulomb explosion, provided the power density is
large enough. Nonetheless, if the probe beam power falls below this threshold, atomization of all
clusters via pre-Coulombic plasma becomes the dominant channel.

6.3 Summary of Findings for Formic Acid-Water Cluster Studies
The pump-probe experiments performed on the formic acid-water cluster system
demonstrate that weak acids, such as formic acid, do not solvate in the same manner as their
strong acid counterparts (HI and HBr).3,4 While strong acids form solvent-separated ion pairs
easily – within 4 to 6 waters, formic acid shows no sign of forming such a moiety. The formic
acid-water clusters are generated out to (FA)H+(H2O)7 and beyond, and the dynamics contain a
monoexponential decay when pumped with 400 nm. This decay demonstrates a linear increase as
the number of waters in the cluster increases, which indicates that the more the formic acid is
solvated, the greater the suppression in energy of the electronic state (or band) to which the
cluster is being excited.
In addition to the formic acid-water clusters, we also observe peaks at 28, 29, 44, and 45
amu (CO+, H+CO, CO2+ and H+CO2, respectively). These four peaks are hallmarks of the WaterGas Shift (WGS) reaction, as well as its protonated form. Each of these peaks demonstrates
minimal if any dynamics beyond the Gaussian overlap when the sample of formic acid is
uncontaminated. However, when this sample also contains HCl, two interesting observations
take place. The first is a considerable change in the ratios of integrated intensity for CO+/CO2+,
COH+/CO2H+, and FA+/FAH+. This change indicates that HCl drives the WGS reaction toward
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formation of CO, while simultaneously driving the protonated WGS reaction in the opposite
direction.

Furthermore, the dynamics of these peaks change drastically upon sample

contamination by HCl, with the most significant change occurring for CO+. While CO2+ develops
a monoexponential decay of a few hundred femtoseconds on the 400 nm pump/800 nm probe
side, the CO+ dynamics shift in time approximately 200 fs, and they develop into a “bulging”
Gaussian with a plateau to the right (400 nm pump, 800 nm probe). However, this bulge is not
due to a change in the  (pump-probe overlap), but is rather caused by the appearance of a
monoexponential decay in both directions (400 nm pump/800 nm probe and 800 nm pump/ 400
nm probe). Additionally, both decays are nearly identical, which ensures the peak remains
Gaussian in shape. However, it also appears that the state being pumped by 400 nm relaxes into
an area that is more easily ionized, giving rise to the plateau.

6.4 Overall Conclusions and Future Directions
The systems studied in this thesis are of significant importance to the field of atmospheric
chemistry. The goal for these studies is to increase our understanding of the process of solvation.
We do this by examining the dynamics of weak acids and other atmospherically relevant
molecules in order to gain further knowledge about how the interactions that occur in clustering, a
microcosm of solvation, affect the way in which these molecules interact with light, as well as
how the energy imparted dissipates throughout the system over time. With these studies, we have
demonstrated that when sulfur dioxide clusters are excited to the C (1B2) state, the dynamics, both
fast and slow decays, do change with cluster size, though in a different manner than previously
observed due to the way this particular state interacts with the predissociative states of the SO 2
molecule.

Power studies on these clusters show that the number of photons expected for

ionization coincides with previous theoretical data. However, as power is increased beyond a
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certain density threshold, the atomization of all species, and eventually the Coulomb explosion of
all species begins to dominate the mass spectrum and causes significant increases in the photon
orders. Finally, the dynamics of formic acid-water mixed clusters show a notable increase with
cluster size, and this trend can be seen when either component of the binary system is increased.
Also, we observe peaks at CO and CO2, which are hallmarks of the Water-Gas Shift reaction.
These peaks show considerable change to their dynamics with the addition of HCl to the sample
system, demonstrating the changes that the reaction undergoes when a species such as HCl
contaminates.
The experiments presented in this thesis could be supplemented in a number of ways.
First, the (SO2)n cluster study should be extended to the mixed (SO2)m(H2O)n cluster study, in
order to determine the effect of water solvation on the observed clusters pumped to the C state.
Then, in addition to the dynamics, power studies and covariance maps should also be performed
on this mixed system to determine if there are any changes in the fragmentation pathways, or if
solvation by water changes the number of photons necessary to ionize certain species. Next, the
formic acid-water cluster study should be extended to other small, atmospherically relevant
organic acids to determine if there are any differences in the dynamics, such as the onset of a
biexponential decay versus a simple monoexponential decay. A study of this nature would give
us further understanding of solvation from the perspective of the differences between strong and
weak acids. Finally, with regards to the Water-Gas Shift reaction, an experiment should be done
whereby a contaminant that drives the reaction in the opposite direction be added to the sample in
order to determine if the signature species, CO and CO2, undergo a change in their dynamics
different from that observed herein.
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Appendix

Fortran and Pascal Programs for Covariance Mapping

A.1 Program in Pascal to Convert Files into a Format Ready for Covariance Calculations
PROGRAM Covar;
{*** This program converts tabbed ASCII datafiles into ASCII datafiles that can be used
by a FORTRAN program for covariance calculations. The data is stored one point per line
for the entire file of points. ***}
USES WinDOS, WinCRT;
VAR
DATAFILE
TEXTFILE
TotalFiles, I, J,
PointsRead, F,
Points, Code
DataPoint
DataString, Num
Path, DataPath,
TextPath
DataChar
Hour, Min,
Sec, Hund

: TEXT;
: TEXT;

{* File to be converted *}
{* Converted file, point per line *}

: INTEGER;
: REAL;
: STRING;

{* Integers for use in conversion *}
{* Data point written to file *}
{* Temporary data point/file format *}

: STRING;
: CHAR;

{* Filepaths for conversion *}
{* Read in one character at a time *}

: WORD;

{* Time variables *}

FUNCTION LeadingZero(Zero : WORD) : STRING;
{* Function to return the time zeroed, if necessary *}
VAR
TimeString : STRING;
BEGIN
Str(Zero:0, TimeString);
IF Length(TimeString) = 1 THEN
TimeString := '0' + TimeString;
LeadingZero := TimeString;
END;
BEGIN
{* Preliminary information needed for conversion *}
Writeln('Enter the number of covariance shots taken:');
Readln(TotalFiles);
Writeln('Enter the total number of points per shot:');
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Readln(Points);
Writeln('Enter the path of the covariance shots to be converted:');
Writeln('Use the form: C:\LC\Data\');
Readln(Path);
{* Timestamp before the run *}
GetTime(Hour,Min,Sec,Hund);
Writeln('It is now ', LeadingZero(Hour),':', LeadingZero(Min),':',
LeadingZero(Sec),'.',LeadingZero(Hund));
{* Loop to convert all the data files in one location *}
FOR I := 1 TO TotalFiles DO BEGIN
Str(I, Num);
{* Assigning the convertable file *}
DataPath := Concat(Path, Num, '.txt');
ASSIGN(DATAFILE, DataPath);
RESET(DATAFILE);
{* Assigning the converted filename *}
TextPath := Concat(Path, 'New\', Num, '.txt');
ASSIGN(TEXTFILE, TextPath);
REWRITE(TEXTFILE);
PointsRead := 0;
J := I mod 1000;
IF (I = 1) OR (J = 0) OR (I = TotalFiles) THEN
Writeln('I = ', I);
{* Loop to rewrite each file point by point, line by line *}
REPEAT
Read(DATAFILE, DataChar);
IF (DataChar = ^I) OR (DataChar = ^M) THEN
BEGIN
Val(DataString, DataPoint, Code);
DataPoint := -100000.0 * DataPoint;
Writeln(TEXTFILE, DataPoint:8:3);
PointsRead := PointsRead + 1;
DataString := '';
END
ELSE
DataString := Concat(DataString, DataChar);
UNTIL PointsRead >= Points;
CLOSE(TEXTFILE);
CLOSE(DATAFILE);
END;
{* Timestamp after the run *}
GetTime(Hour,Min,Sec,Hund);
Writeln('It is now ', LeadingZero(Hour),':', LeadingZero(Min),':',
LeadingZero(Sec),'.',LeadingZero(Hund));
END.
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A.2 Fortran Program to Calculate the Covariance Data and Correlation Coefficients for
Each Point in a Mass Spectrum
PROGRAM COVAR
IMPLICIT NONE
! Compute Correlation Coefficients of Intensity Data.
!
! This program is an update of the Fransinski, Codling, Hatherly paper found in Science,
! 24 November 1989.
!
! This program is a modification of COVAR.f by Dennis A. Card Ph.D. thesis, May 2000,
! Penn State University.
!
! Modified and converted to Fortran 90 by Nicholas J. Bianco, H. D. Knoble and Samuel J.
! Perpernick, 4 December 2003.
!
! Extensive modifications of program performed for Ph.D. thesis by Nicholas J. Bianco, 31
! August 2010.
!
! This program is F-Compiler (Fortran 95) compatible. The stand-alone .EXE file is
! created with Lahey Fortran 90/95 Windows compiler Version 5.70c.
!
!
! 1. Variable Declarations
!
REAL :: BIG,DIFF,DOWNSIZE,EPS,HIGH,HIGH2,LOW,LOW2
REAL :: MSUM,PSUM,SMALL,SQRDIFF,SUMSQR
INTEGER :: I,J,K,N,V,IBEG,IERR,COUNT
CHARACTER(LEN=5) :: FNAME
CHARACTER(LEN=10) :: NOW
CHARACTER(LEN=60) :: DPATH
CHARACTER(LEN=80) :: FILEPATH
REAL, DIMENSION (:,:), allocatable :: A
REAL, DIMENSION (:,:), allocatable :: ANS
REAL, DIMENSION (:,:), allocatable :: C
REAL, DIMENSION (:,:), allocatable :: CORR
REAL, DIMENSION (:,:), allocatable :: COV
REAL, DIMENSION (:,:), allocatable :: MEAN
REAL, DIMENSION (:), allocatable :: STDEV
REAL, DIMENSION (:), allocatable :: VAR
REAL, DIMENSION (:,:), allocatable :: ATRIM
!
! 2. Get Machine Precision, EPS, HUGE, and TINY.
!
CALL FPARM(EPS,BIG,SMALL)
!
! 3. Get the problem size parameters:
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!
!

N=Number of RAW data files. V=Number of Variables
Call TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
PRINT *, "Please enter, N, the number of Raw Data Files:"
READ (UNIT=*,FMT=*) N
PRINT *, "Please enter, V, the number of Points Per Spectrum:"
READ (UNIT=*,FMT=*) V
IF (N <= 0 .OR. V <= 0) STOP
PRINT *, "Problem Size: N=",N,"; V=",V
PRINT *, " "

!
! 4. Dynamically allocate arrays.
!
ALLOCATE (A(N,V),ATRIM(N,V),ANS(V,V),C(V,V),STAT=IERR)
ALLOCATE (CORR(V,V),COV(V,V),MEAN(V,V),STAT=IERR)
ALLOCATE (STDEV(V),VAR(V),STAT=IERR)
IF(IERR /= 0) THEN
PRINT *, "Not enough Virtual Memory for this problem size."
STOP
ENDIF
!
! 5. Get the PC's Disk and Path where the data is.
!
PRINT *, "Please enter the Disk:\PATH\ of the .txt files:"
PRINT *, "Example: C:\LC\DATA"
READ (UNIT=*,FMT="(A)") DPATH
PRINT *, "DiskPath->",TRIM(DPATH),"<-"
PRINT *, " "
!
! 6. Output the Wall Clock Time.
!
Call TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
PRINT *, "Reading in ",V," variables from ",N," data files..."
DO I=1,N
!
! 7. Generate the next Filename; filenames are numbers 1 to N with any leading blanks
!
trimmed.
!
WRITE(UNIT=FNAME,FMT="(I5)") I
IBEG=0
DO K=1,5
IF(FNAME(K:K) /= " ") THEN
IBEG=K
EXIT
ENDIF
END DO
IF (MODULO(I,1000) == 0 .OR. I == N .OR. I == 1) THEN
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PRINT *, "File ID =",TRIM(DPATH),FNAME(IBEG:5),".txt"
ENDIF
!
! 8. Read the Intensity Data, A(I,J), where I is the data run and J is the ion’s time of flight.
!
! 8. a. Data is input from N ASCII files located at disk:\path\*.txt
!
FILEPATH=TRIM(DPATH)//FNAME(IBEG:5)//".txt"
OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE=FILEPATH,STATUS="OLD",ACTION="READ")
!
! 8. b. Read an observation of one variable per line for V lines.
!
READ (UNIT=8,*)(A(I,J),J=1,V)
CLOSE (UNIT=8)
END DO
CALL TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
!
! 8. c. Slim down data size if it is too big. (V is Pts Per Spectrum)
!
!
PRINT *, "If you wish to downsize the data, please enter coeff."
!
PRINT *, "If you do not wish to do so, please enter '1'."
!
READ (UNIT=*,FMT=*) DOWNSIZE
!
J=DOWNSIZE
!
DO I=1,N
!
COUNT=1
!
DO K=1,V
!
ATRIM(I,COUNT)=ATRIM(I,COUNT)-A(I,K)/DOWNSIZE
!
IF (MODULO(K,J) == 0) THEN
!
COUNT=COUNT+1
!
ATRIM(I,COUNT)=0
!
ENDIF
!
END DO
!
END DO
!
V=V/DOWNSIZE
IF(IERR /= 0) THEN
PRINT *, "Not Enough Virtual Memory for this problem size."
STOP
ENDIF
!
! 9. Calculate the Product Summation, C(I,J), over the data runs at point I and J.
!
PRINT *, "Beginning Product Summation..."
DO J=1,V
DO K=1,J
PSUM=0.0
DO I=1,N
PSUM=A(I,J)*A(I,K)+PSUM
!
PSUM=ATRIM(I,J)*ATRIM(I,K)+PSUM
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END DO
C(J,K) = PSUM/N
C(K,J) = PSUM/N
END DO
IF (MODULO(J,1000) == 0 .OR. J == V .OR. J == 1) THEN
PRINT *, "J =",J
ENDIF
END DO
Call TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
!
! 10. Calculate the Average Intensity, MEAN(J,J), summed over the entire run.
!
PRINT *, "Beginning Mean Summation..."
DO J=1,V
MSUM=0.0
DO I=1,N
MSUM=A(I,J)+MSUM
!
MSUM=ATRIM(I,J)+MSUM
END DO
MEAN(J,J)=MSUM/N
IF (MODULO(J,1000) == 0 .OR. J == V .OR. J == 1) THEN
PRINT *, "J =",J
ENDIF
END DO
Call TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
!
! 11. Calculate the Covariance of the points I and J.
!
PRINT *, "Beginning Covariance Computation..."
HIGH=0.0
LOW=0.0
DO J=1,V
IF (MODULO(J,1000) == 0 .OR. J == V .OR. J == 1) THEN
PRINT *, "J =",J
ENDIF
DO I=1,V
COV(I,J)=C(I,J)-MEAN(I,I)*MEAN(J,J)
IF (COV(I,J) > HIGH) THEN
HIGH=COV(I,J)
ELSE IF (COV(I,J) < LOW) THEN
LOW=COV(I,J)
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
Call TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
!
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! 12. Calculate the Correlation Coefficient between the points I and J.
!
PRINT *, "Beginning Standard Deviation Computation..."
DO J=1,V
SUMSQR=0.0
DO I=1,N
DIFF=A(I,J)-MEAN(J,J)
!
DIFF=ATRIM(I,J)-MEAN(J,J)
SQRDIFF=DIFF*DIFF
SUMSQR=SQRDIFF+SUMSQR
END DO
VAR(J)=SUMSQR/N
STDEV(J)=SQRT(VAR(J))
IF (MODULO(J,1000) == 0 .OR. J == V .OR. J == 1) THEN
PRINT *, "J =",J
ENDIF
END DO
Call TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
PRINT *, "Beginning Correlation Coefficent computation..."
HIGH2=0.0
LOW2=0.0
DO J=1,V
IF (MODULO(J,1000) == 0 .OR. J == V .OR. J == 1) THEN
PRINT *, "J =",J
ENDIF
DO I=1,V
CORR(I,J)=COV(I,J)/(STDEV(I)*STDEV(J))
IF (STDEV(I) == 0.0 .OR. STDEV(J) == 0.0) THEN
ANS(I,J)=0.0
ELSE
ANS(I,J)=CORR(I,J)
ENDIF
IF (ANS(I,J) > HIGH2) THEN
HIGH2=ANS(I,J)
ELSE IF (ANS(I,J) < LOW2) THEN
LOW2=ANS(I,J)
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
Call TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
!
! 13. Write the Covariance Computation file to the hard drive.
!
PRINT *, "Writing Covariance File..."
OPEN (UNIT=13,FILE="CovarRes.grd",STATUS="REPLACE",ACTION="WRITE")
WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(A4)") "DSAA"
WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(I5,I6)") V,V
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WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(F3.1,F11.1)") 0.0,REAL(V)-1.0
WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(F3.1,F11.1)") 0.0,REAL(V)-1.0
WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(F14.5,F14.5)") LOW,HIGH
DO I=1,V
IF (MODULO(I,1000) == 0 .OR. I == V .OR. I == 1) THEN
PRINT *, "I =",I
ENDIF
DO J=1,V
IF (COV(I,J) < 0.0 .AND. J /= V) THEN
WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(F14.5)",ADVANCE='NO')
COV(I,J)
ELSE IF (COV(I,J) < 0.0 .AND. J == V) THEN
WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(F14.5)") COV(I,J)
ELSE IF (COV(I,J) >= 0.0 .AND. J /= V) THEN
WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(F13.5)",ADVANCE='NO')
COV(I,J)
ELSE
WRITE (UNIT=13,FMT="(F13.5)") COV(I,J)
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
CLOSE (UNIT=13)
Call TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
!
! 14. Write Correlation file to hard drive.
!
PRINT *, "Writing Correlation File..."
OPEN (UNIT=14,FILE="CorrFile.grd",STATUS="REPLACE",ACTION="WRITE")
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(A4)") "DSAA"
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(I5,I6)") V,V
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(F3.1,F8.1)") 0.0,REAL(V)-1.0
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(F3.1,F8.1)") 0.0,REAL(V)-1.0
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(F14.8,F14.8)") LOW2,HIGH2
DO I=1,V
IF (MODULO(I,1000) == 0 .OR. I == V .OR. I == 1) THEN
PRINT *, "I =",I
ENDIF
DO J=1,V
IF (ANS(I,J) < 0.0 .AND. J /= V) THEN
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(F14.8)",ADVANCE='NO')
ANS(I,J)
ELSE IF (ANS(I,J) < 0.0 .AND. J == V) THEN
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(F14.8)") ANS(I,J)
ELSE IF (ANS(I,J) >= 0.0 .AND. J /= V) THEN
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(F13.8)",ADVANCE='NO')
ANS(I,J)
ELSE
WRITE (UNIT=14,FMT="(F13.8)") ANS(I,J)
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ENDIF
END DO
END DO
CLOSE (UNIT=14)
CALL TOD(NOW)
PRINT *, "Wall Clock Time = ",NOW(1:2),":",NOW(3:4),":",NOW(5:6)
DEALLOCATE (A,STAT=IERR)
DEALLOCATE (ATRIM,STAT=IERR)
DEALLOCATE (ANS,STAT=IERR)
DEALLOCATE (C,STAT=IERR)
DEALLOCATE (CORR,STAT=IERR)
DEALLOCATE (COV,STAT=IERR)
DEALLOCATE (MEAN,STAT=IERR)
DEALLOCATE (STDEV,STAT=IERR)
DEALLOCATE (VAR,STAT=IERR)
STOP
!
! Subroutines used in Covar
!
CONTAINS
!
! A. Return the Time of Day, HH:MM:SS
!
SUBROUTINE TOD(WCLOCK)
CHARACTER (LEN=*), intent(out) :: WCLOCK
CHARACTER (LEN=8) :: DATE
CALL DATE_AND_TIME(DATE,WCLOCK)
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE TOD
!
! B. Return some floating-point machine parameters. These may be used to prevent
!
numerical difficulties.
!
SUBROUTINE FPARM(EPSx,HUGEx,TINYx)
REAL, intent(out) :: EPSx,HUGEx,TINYx
EPSx=Epsilon(1.0E0)
HUGEx=Huge(1.0E0)
TINYx=Tiny(1.0E0)
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE FPARM
!
! Note: For PC's Single Precision:
!
Epsilon = 1.1920929E-07
!
Tiny = 1.1754944E-38
!
Huge = 3.4028235E+38
!
END PROGRAM COVAR
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